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GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA SPOKEN OF AS CANDIDATE FOR
VICE PRESIDENT.
so,"v he

said.
"They can still issue watered stock
and they surely will do so. They
can still throttle other business men LACK OF A 8TR0NG MAN INS THE
and the United Cigar stores companSOUTH IS APPARENT BEies is doing so. They can still corrupt
FORE CONVENTION.
our politics and at this moment are
'
s
i
indulging in that practice.
At that time Beveridge had been
EE IS A
SiY CANDIDATE
talking about an hour. A chorus of
and
groans greeteu Beveridge's
jeers
attack on President Taft and the SAYS NOTHING, BUT APPEAflS
Payne-Aldrictariff bill. The long
WILLING TO TAKE THE
low call of the "Bull
Moose" was
' HONOR IF OFFERED.
heard for the first time in the demon-

IN THE

LARGE CROWD GATHERS

COLISEUM TO WITNESS
DRIED

AND

PROCEEDINGS

h

"Keynote" Speech Is Given By Former

Senator Albert J. Beveridge
ROOSEVELT STILL

IN

THE BACKGRQUND

Colonel Is Putting Olf His "Confession of Faith" Until the Srenery
Is AH Set and the Gathering lias Been Placed Under Full
Headway Temporary Roll Call Is Delayed and Other
Minor Details Are Not Looked After, as All the Dele- - ,
gates Are Anxious to Hear the Speeches.
Chicago, Aug. 5. The national progressive party took its place in the
aiiena of American politics here today
when its first national convention assembled in the Coliseum where the
republican national convention was
held seven weeks aga
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, epon-- !
sor tor the new party, arrived in CM-:
attend
CEgo this morning but did not
the first session of the convention.
He, will deliver his "confession of
faith" tomorrow.
Former Senator Albert J. Beveridge
6t Indiana was elected temporary
chairman of the convention after Sen,
ator Dixon had called the assemblage
to order and prayer had been ottered.
Senator Beveridge, greeted with prolonged cheers, delivered his keynote
speech bristling with the most advanced ideas of progTeseiveism.
The floor of the big convention hall
was crowded and the galleries, slow
to fill at first, held but comparatively
few empty s,eats when the convention
1 o'got under way, shortly before
clock The delegates were most enthusiastic, frequently Interrupting the
proceedings with cheers and applause.
The big Coliseum, transformed in a
few weeks from the battleground of
thn republican national convention to
the meeting place of the national pro
gressive party, was thrown open
shortly before 11 o'clock today. The
scene, except for the lack of a jam
in the galleries, was almost identical
with that of the republican convention.
The hall was gaily decorated with
flags and bunting. The big sounding
board suspended by wires over the
speaker's stand looking for all the
world like an aeroplane in flight, attracted much attention. Large canvass portraits were a fetature of the
decorations. Shortly after ,noon the
hall
delegates began to arrive in the
numbers.
in increasing
At 12:20 Senator Dixon' of Montana, national chairman of the party,
orwho was to call the convention to
was
and
hall
the
at
arrived
der,
cheered as he went upon the stage.
Former Senator Albert J. Beveridge,
at
temporary chairman, was seated
Indiana
delegation,
the
in
this time,
seawaiting the ratification of his
conthe
when
chairman
as
lection
vention should get under way. The
was crowded
delegate section now
and the aisles were choked.
The temporary Toll of the convention had not been completed when it
was called to order and it' was impossible to give an exact number of
They occupied all the space
used at the republican ' convention
with its total of nearly 1,100

convention prepared to get under
way. At 12:43 Senator Dixon rapped
for order and took up a place on the
glass Insulated speaking rostrum under the flying sounding board. He
held up his hands for silence.
"Ladies and gentlemen,"- - be said,
"the convention will now come to order,". .......
He briefly reviewed the signing of
..

the call for the convention
"In the past four weeks a nation
has seen a new alignment of American politics," he said. "Within four
weeks responding to our call, are assembled here today more delegate
representatives of the nation than
ever before assembled on American
soil.

;

stration.
Throughout Senator Beveridge's
speech a persistent spectator in the
gallery interrupted several times with
the shout: "How about the liquor
question?"
Beveridge ignored him and there
were shouts of "put him out.'' Sena
tor Beveridge concluded at 3:07 am'd
an outburst of prolonged
applause
Senator Dixon endeavored to have the
band play "The Battle Hymn of the
The band could not un
Republic.''
derstand in the confusion and tney
played the "Battle Cry of Freedom."
Finally the delegates in the font of
the hall began to sing the "Battle.
Hymn" and the band joined in. The
four verses were sung with the dele
gates standing.
House
of representatives
rules,
amended in many particulars were
presented as the rules of tne convention. They were adopted without de'
bate.
A new rule barring contested delegates from votiug on any question before the convention was included in
the amendments and was greeted
wtih cheers. It was as follows:
"In "the event of contest regarding
the right of any delegate or alternate
to sit in this convention notice of
such contest shall be filed with the
secretary, and any delegate or alternate whose seat hag been contested
in good faith shall stand aside and
not be permitted to vote as a member of thfs convention until his credentials shall have been accepted by
the convention, provided, however,
that in the makeup of the temporary
roll of the convention the recommendations of the provisional
national
committee shall be accepted as prima
facie evidence of the right to sit as
delegates or alternates in this convention, without the right to vote until
the credentials in question shall have
finally been determined by the convention itself."
The roll of states was then called
for the naming of the members of the
various committees. The roll had proceeded as far as California when a
motion was carried to dispense with
a further reading, the. state delegations sending their voters to the

"This afternoon a new milestone
will be erected in American politics.
A new political party, knowing no
north and no south, founded on live
issues of today, will take its place
with those parties which live on the
dead issues of the past." Senator
Dixon was interrupted by a cry from
a delegate: "Hoorah for Teddy."
on their
The delegates jumped
seats, and cheered for half a minute.
Senator Dixon then called on Secre
tary O. K. Davis to read the progresThe
sive call for the convention.
reading1 was frequently interrupted by
The slogan, "Thou Shalt
applause.
Not Steal," appearing on the call was
greeted wtih cheers.
The names of those signing the call
were read with cheers greeting each
name. When Senator Dixon's name
was called a mild demonstration startdesk.
ed.
When the reading of the cail
Former Secretary of the Interior
ended Senator Dixon called on Rev.
James R. Garfield of Ohio was recogT. F. Dornblazer, who pronounced the
nized and from hi place on the floor
''
A Y';
prayer.
moved the appointment of a commitasIn conclusion he led the entire
'
tee to invite. Colonel Roosevelt to apsemblage in the Lord's prayer, dele- pear in the convention at noon togates and gallbries joining in the fa- morrow to deliver an address and
miliar words. ; A - round of cheers also to escort him to tne Coliseum.
greeted Senator Dixon's announce- The motion was enthusiastically sec-- ,
ment that former Senate Beveridge
onded, Chairman Beveridge declaring
of Indiana ha lj'een6tr!ec'.ed as
that tne ayes deemed" to have it,
chairman.
Senator Dixon inand it was so ordered.
troduced film in a flattering eulogy
The" committee named was as foland he began the, keynote speech.
lows: E. A. VanValkenberg, PennsylWhen Senator Beveridge began to
vania; Oscar H. Straus, New Tork;
speak, the state delegations had got- J. Franklin
Fort, New Jersey; John
ten pretty well straightened out and
M. Parker, Louisiana; Miles Polndex-ter- ,
were
be
to
additional negro delegates
Washington; Leslie Coombs, Kennoticed here and there among the
Julian Harris, Georgia; M. O.
tucky;
two
northern states. There were
Dawson, West Virginia; J. N. Wilseated with the West Virginians. At
liamson, Jr.. North Carolina; .George
one point in his speech Mr.1 Beveridge
E. Watkins, Michigan; Nicholas
referred to "professional politicians."
Montana ; Chester H. Roweli,
"To Hell with the politicians,"
Joseph R. Baldwin, Mary,
California;
came a shout from the galleries and
Ben B. Lindsey, Colorado; John
land;
the delegates cheer od.
L. Stevens, Iowa.
Senator Beveridge's
speech kept
the floor and galleries cheering. DelBLUE JACKETS ON JOB
egates and spectators rose to their
Washington, Aug. 5. One hundred
feet wtih a wild shout when he
the Standard Oil and Tobac- blue jackets and marines of the Unico decisions of the supreme court.
ted States gunboat Annapolis arenow
was
of the court the quartered in Managua, the Nlcaip.
decrees
"Under
seargeant-at-arm- s
the
the
12:40
At
directed to clear the aisles and the oil and tobacco trusts can still raise a?uan capital.
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dele-gale-

dole-write- s.
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Colonel Theodore
Roosevelt arrived at 8:03 a. m. He
was given an enthusiastic welcome
and hurried to headquarters at the
Congress hotel. He was received by
a delegation of progressives headed
by George W. Perkins and Governor
Hiram W. Johnson of California.
With the arrival of Colonel Roosevelt, the talk of Governor Johnson of
California for vice president received
new impetus. Governor Johnson continued to maintain an entirely neutral
attitude.. LeaderB, it is said, have not
been able to agree upon a southern
man and there was a strong belief
that Governor Johnson eventually
would be chosen.
Chicago, Aug.
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KNIGHTS TO MEET
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 5.
Preliminary to the opening of the an
nual convention of the Knights of
Columbus in this city toiuorrow, the
directors today ane considering sub
jects to be taken up by the order.
Among these, is the plan to found a
home for tubercular members.

NEGRO DELEGATES MADE TO FEEL
THEY

LOOKS

PLAGUE IN ENGLAND
Liverpool, Aug 5. The local gov
ernment iboard reported a case of bubonic plague today.

5

PREMIER

MATTERS OF INTERNA
TIONAL IMPORTANCE TO BE
DISCUSSED

MANY

Paris, Aug. 5. Raymond Poineaire,
the Frenchi premier, started today
for Russia with all the ceremony that
psually marks a state pilgrimage.
Aristide Brian, minister of justice:
Theophile Del Casse, minister of ma
rine; Albert Lebrum, minister for
the cononies; Armad Meelard, chief
of the irocotol; Louis Lephina, pre
fect of iolice of Paris; the secreta
ries and i ttaoh.es of the Russian em
bassy and 'lie staff of the French foreign offices were all present at the
Battion to Umphasize the occasion.
while in the premier's train traveled
all the learning journalists of France,
who always mobilize when questions
of high politics are in the air.
Near eastern questions and the
Franco-Russianaval convention, the
signature of which by Mv Poineaire
in St. Petersburg will bring the. whole
of the fighting forces of the allies
within the terms of an offensive and
defensive
alliance, are to be the
main subjects of discussion between
the emperor of Russia, Sir Seiguis
Sazarioff, Russian minister of. foreign
affairs and the French visitor. The
most prominent feature of the ( visit
naval
will be the Francc-Ruseiagreement, which will claim imme
diate attention.
The eventual opening of the Dardanelles and the steps necessary for.lta
accomplishment also are to be discussed during the 14 days' visit of
M. Poineaire. It Is pointed out here
that this is likely to be the burning
question in the settlement of the
war, for it la felt that Russ
sia is not building $15,000,000
in the Black Sea with the
Intention of anchoring them in an inclosed lake, and unless the question
is settled it is feared it will cause
at the
another European ' upheaval
time of the completion of the ghips
a couple of years hence.
.

n
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FORCES

GOflBtB

GENERAL SALAZAR JOINS 0R02-CAT JUAREZ INCREASING
HIS FORCE

Juarez, Aug. 5. Inez Salazar, the
rebel leader responsible for the disarming of American colonists, is
heading for the border with 1,000 rebels. On his way Salazar is destroying the Mexico Northwestern railway.
The oncoming insurrectos will join
Orozco, who with about 500 men remains here. Salazar's arrival at Juarez would combine practically all of
the rebels operating in Chihuahua.
General Pascual Orozco served notice today on the residents of Juarez that after tonight he would not
be responsible for the safety of the
ciyt aad all that who did not go with
him had better cross the border to
El Paso.
This is the first definite move in
the long delayed evacuation of the
Mexican border city by rebel troops.
Trains are being made up for the
movement and the artillery and cavalry horses loaded. It is announced
that Orozco with the 500 rebels stationed here, will proceed south on the
Mexican Central to meet the forces of
General Inez Salazar, who escaped
the trap set for him by federals at
Casas Grandes. After destroying the
Mexico Northwestern railroad as far
north as San Pedro Salazar's forces
are preceding east over land according to the rebels.
Stever Is Promoted.
Washington, Aug. 5. The nominations of Colonel E. Z. Stever; now in
command of the troops along the
to be a brigadier
Mexican border;
general of the line and tnat of Colonel George Andrews, attached to the
department of the Etst at New York,
to be adjutant general of the army
were sent to the senate today by
President Taft.

.

Rebels Move Headquarters.
Los Angeles,
Cal., Aug 5. The
abandoning of Los Angeles and the
making of El Centro and Brawley, in- the Imperial valley, the headquarters
of the Mexican rebel junta is the latest move of Orozco followers, accord
ing to Pedro Martin, special Mexican
v
'
government secret agent.
t
.

Valentine, Tex., Aug,

5.

SOUTH S

FOR

RESIGNATION IS ACCEPTED
5. President
Washington,
Aug.

Taft today accepted the resignation
of Federal Judge Hanford of Seattle,
tendered while Judge Hanford's conduct of the bench was under investigation.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Aug. 5. Cattle, receipts 17,000, including 3,000 southerns. Market steady to 10 cents lower. Native steers $6.259.50; southern steers 4.757.00; southern cows
and heifers $3.ft0'5.f0; native cows
and heifers $3.2 53' 3 75; t,tockers and
feeders $i.257.25i .'hulls $3.755.00.
western steers
calves $5.00i;9.00;
?3.508.50; western cows $5.00(2

VOTE

Chicago, Aug. 5. Contesting negro
delegations from Florida and Mississippi were barred from the progrese.
sive convention by the national
The negroes declared that
they would continue their fight before
the credentials committee of the convention.
In Mississippi where the progressive state convention had been caled
as a "lily white" meeting, the white
delegates elected were given their
seats. On Saturday the committee
had thrown out twelve negroes who
contested seats in the" Alabama delegation. With today's decision this
barred all of the contesting delegates.
After the natidnal committee bad
disposed of the negro contestants tha
storm center was transferred to Colo
nel Roosevelt's quarters. The colonel
referred them to his recent letter to
Julian Harris of Atlanta on the negro
question.
com-"mitte-

lj.il
ADOPTED

iitvii

8.00.- -

L.LI

lkil

BY SENATE

Market five
Hogs, receipts 5,000.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $8.15

830; heavy $7.908.10;
MEASpackers and LA
butchers $8.108.35; light $8.108.25;
URE 13 CARRIED BY MAJORpigs $6.007.00. .
ITY OF SEVEN
market
Sheep,
receipts 5,000:
lambs
Bteady. Muttons $3.504.50;
Washington, Aug. 5. The confer.$6.00
7.50; range wethers and year ence report on the compromise
La
d
lings $3.505.O0; range ewes $3.50
wool tariff
bill
4.00.
was adopted by the senate today 35
FOLETTE-UNDERWOO-

Follette-Underwoo-

to 28.

The progressives who voted for the
wool tariff revision were Senators
Bristow, Clapp, Crawford, Gronna, La
Follette and Works.
AGAINST
Senator Cummins
was
paired
against the measure. He said that If
TO
DEFENDANT
ALLOWS
BE free to vote, he would oppose it because he believed the 29 per cent ad
CROSS EXAMINED ON TICKvalorem duty on wool much lowr
LISH SUBJECT
than could be justified by study of
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 5. Judge the tariff board's report.
Senators Nelson, McCuinber, Town-sen- d
Hutton ruled today in the bribery trial
and others also explained their
deof Clarence S. Darrow that the
fendant, under cross examination, (opposition to the compromise bill on
could be asked an impeaching question the ground that the rates and tha
basis of ad valorem tariffs were not
based on stenographic
report of
in
accord with the tariff board's reof conversation between Darrow and
commendations.
bis former chief

JUDGE'S RULING IS

U. UWM

investigator.

Did you think Harrington was trying to trap you with the dictagraph?"
asked Assistant District Attorney
Ford.
"No, I didn't think any one would
try to do a thing as mean as that;
not even the district, attorney."

rMui-euin-

Texans Ask for Help.

DID

MISSOURI SAYS tiO
Jefferson City, Mo., Aug. 5 Efforts
of Taft adherent to get the Missouri
Roosevelt electors to go on record for
President Taft failed today at a meeting called by the chairman of the republican state committee.

UNITE

ON

ill

Colonel Sidesteps the Issue by Referring the Angry Black Men to
His Recent Letter (o Julian Harris of Atlanta and Then Retires
to His Hotel to Look Up Adjectives for His Speech
Fight Will Be Carried Before Credentials Committee

.

.

IN THE

Numbers of the Colored Men Are Refused
Seats That Are Contested

TAFT ATTENDS FUNERAL
5.
President
Washington,
Aug.
Taft and Mrs. Taft will leave Washington tonight for Cincinnati, to at
tend the funeral of Uohn W. Herron,
Mrs. Taft's father, who died there
,
early today.

ARIES

1IED

COT;

PROGRESSIVE PARTY GATHERING

NEGRO IS LYNCHED
Meridian, Mdss., Aug. 6. One ne
gro was lynched and a mob was in
pursuit of another near Halls Station,
Ala.,' 40 miles east of here, according
to passengers arriving here. The two
negroes are said to have murdered a
white man named Tutt.

REBEL

IE

An appeal

' EliTEOED

-

WISHES

CONSTITUTION

KOBE EASILY .CHANGED
SENATO R LA.FO L L ETTE INTRO- DUCES RESOLUTION REVO- i- LUTIONIZING
METHODS, V;
i-l-

Washington, Aug. 5. Senator
today by a resoltulon proposed a radical change in the method of amending th constitution of
the
States. By its terms a
majority of the two houses of congress would have authority to pro
pose a constitutional amendment or
it might be proposed on the petition
f ten states acting through their
in
Rosenthal
the
the central figure
legislatures or through popular vote.
a
of
entered
murder
In
case,
Arrive
plea
State.
This
today
Refugees
Hachita, N. M., Aug. 5. Five hun- not guilty to the indictment charging
dred Mormons, fleeing from Colonla the policeman with murder in the
TODAY'S BASEBALL
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Diaz, where the rebels robbed them first degree in the killing of Herman
e
National League
Rosenthal.
5.
told
and
all
ammunition
Senate:
their
them
of
Washington, Aug.
A mass of evidence is to be preof protection had been
Philadelphia, Aug. 5. Chicago won
fiunrantees
appropriation bill taken up.
"
Norman E. Mack testified before withdrawn, have arrived here. They sented to the grand jury this week the first game.
R.H.E.
committee investigating tjimipaign traveled overland in 87 wagons. They out of which the officials of the pub
2 6 3
funds that he refused a contribution arrived without food and are being lic prosecutor's office believe several Philadelphia
i..5 7 0
cared for by the United States gov- indictments for extortion will be Chicago
from Colonel M. J. Guffey in 1908.
Batteries Moore and Killlfer; La
House:- Unanimous consent calen- ernment, which is shipping supplies found against certain police officials
for grafting on the gambling houses. vender and Archer.
and tents here from El Paso
dar taken up.
dread-naught-

Post-offic-

has been received here from the

peo-

SY EECKEB

ple of Candelaria, Tex., south of here
on the Mexican border. The people
LIEUTENANT
say the rebels have taken San Anto- ACCUSED POLICE
SAYS HE DID NOT CONSPIRE
nio, which is the Mexican settlement
IN MURDER
opposite Candelaria, and that Candelaria is threatened. United " States
for
New York, Aug. 5. Counsel
troops are to le sent from Marfa,
Police Lieutenant Charles Becker,
where a command is In camp.
'

,

.

'
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LAS VEQAB

TWO

SECOND VOLUME OF TWITCHELL'S
BOOK IS READY FOR DELIVERY
"Leading Facts in New Mexico History," Fully Completed, Is
Wonderful Work
,
The second volume of 'The Leading Facts of New Mexican History,"
by Ralph Emerson Twltchell, has just
come from the Torch Press and will
be distributed to subscribers in New
Mexico and throughout the country
within the next few days or two
weeks. The first volume of this monumental work attracted the attention
of scholars and historians throughout
the nation and "brought to Colonel
Twltchell a flood of commendation
and congratulation by letter and t&
view which placed him in the front
rank of American historians.
Interesting as was the first volume,
with its vast wealth of details and its
thorough treatment of the history of
the state from the very beginning up
to the organization of New Mexico as
a territory under the republic of Mexico; with its mass of facts which had
never before been ' assembled, its
maps and illustrations and its priceless documents, the second volume
promises at first glance to be even
more absorbing. This second volume,
written with all the care and infinite
attention to detail which characterized the first, brings our history right
down to 1912.
There can foe no better outline of
the objects In the author's mind, objects which have .been thoroughly attained; than is given in his own very
modest prefatory note to the second
volume. The note follows in part: '
The object, primarily, in the publication of these volumes, has been the
supplying of Information to the people of New Mexico relative to the
events occurring since the coming ol
the Spaniard and such information of
the
peridd as has been
made possible through the researches
and Investigations of archaeologists
in that field. In accomplishing this
tpurpose every available source book
and manuscript has been used, and
the Information therein contained appropriated whenever necessary to
the concrete chronological arrange
ment of the leading facts of south.
western history. Necessarily, the re
sult is a compilation, and the work
has been that of an editor. No claim
to authorishlp, in the strict sense of
the word, has ever been asserted ,or
maintained. Occasionaly the reader
will find a few reflections and com
vdusions' differing (from those who
have heretofore
written respecting
the history of this portion of the
United States, and these may be attributed solely to the writer.
The first acquaintance of the writer
with the ojurney of Alvar Nunez and
his companions camefrom reading
the "Spanish Conquest of New Mexico," toy W. W. H. Davis, at one time
United States attorney for the territory. Later the writer read "Autores
Espanoles, Hiistoriadorea PrimSJtiives
de las Indias," by' Enrique de Vedia,
Madrid, 1852. In this work are found
the "Comentarios" and "Naufragios"
of Alvar Nunez. Dr. de Vedia, in his

"Apuntes," In the same volume, gives
the biography of' the distinguished
Adelantado.
It may safeiy be1 said
that no writer In English, since the
publication of "Historiadores Primi-

tives," has contributed anything to
the sum total of knowledge as to Alvar Nunez as recited in the "Apuntes" of Dir. de Vedia. The story of
Coronado's journey is taken from the
"Relacion" of Castaneda and the monographs of General J. H. Simpson and
both
of
George Parker Winship,
which were published by the United
Much Informal
States government'.
tlon, as has been stated, was compiled
from the elaborate works of A. F.
Bandeller and Hubert Howe Bancroft.
In all this work the writer believes
that the principal duties of the historian have been faithfully performed. "Ne quid falsi dlcere audeat, ne
quid veri non audeat." The reader
will soon ascertain that few pretensions as to what may be termed the
philosophy of history have been advanced. The novelist and writer of
later day fiction alone enjoy the privilege of an intimate acquaintance with
the secret motives of those whose
conduct of character
is delineated.
The historian, if he writes truthfully,
knows no more than the authorities
disclose or the facts suggest. He is
not permitted to Indulge in flights of
In so doing he is
the imagination.
likely to impose even upon himself.
Much research gives one the right to
opinions, but the philosophical historian is quite often a perverter of truth.
In his eagerness to establish a theory,
or, perhaps, a reputation for some
the
favorite, he often overlooks
weight of some trouolesome authority
or fact.
When the extent of this work is
considered, comprising as it does the
transactions in New Mexican history
during nearly four centurieB, the writer would indeed feel flattered if some
critic found no error in the entire
narrative or a failure to credit some
translator or writer whose information came from sources identical with
those used in this work. Only those
who are familiar with historical com
position are aware how difficult it
Is in all work of this natsre to guard
against mistakes of omission and commission. At times we are misled by
the very prejudices of the authorities
consulted.
The documentary history of New
Mexico, prior to the American occupaDuring the
tion, is very limited.
Mexican period no books of any consequence relative to events in New
The Santa
Mexico were published.
Fe Archives are quite voluminous but
fail to give much light on the events
of : the period. Subsequent to the
American Occupation we find much
material dn the reports of government
officials in the war, interior and InThe 'reports of
dian departments.
Governor Calhoun, while Indian agent,
'

DAILY

found in California and New Mexico
Ex. Doc. 17, 31st Congress, lBt SesIn the report of
sion, are valuable.
which
a congressional committee,
made a thorough investigation of the
Indian question, Indian Affairs Report, Joint Special Commission, 1867,
there is a great wealth of material,
The reports of the governors of New
Mexico, the military commanders and
Indian agents, are tilled with Information of great 'Interest to the student
of conditions existing In the southwest at that time.
It is unfortunate that so few books

were written by those peculiarly qualified. The Spaniard, during his more
than two centuries of control, wrote
few books, but1 he preserved many
This
records which are Invaluable.
is peculiarly true of the records made
by the Franciscans. Present day
New Mexicans, cognized of important
events, should profit by the example
of their Spanish predecessors.
,
Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca was
no greater than any one of his companions. All would have passed into
oblivion had It not beenthat he wrote
his "Relacion."
Francisoo Vasquez Coronado was a
great figure in the days following the
Spanish Conquest of Mexico. Only his
name would have come down to us
had it not been that an humble soldier in his expedition preserved to us
the narrative of those early explorations. Coronado lives because Castaneda wrote his "Relacion."
More than two hundred Franciscans
labored for. the conversion of the Indians in New Mexico. Frayles Marcos
de Niza and Alonzo, de Benavldes are
remembered because they made reports in writing.
General Zubelon Montgomery Pike
will ldve forever as the American officer whose publication of the account
hia travels first attracted American
attention to the Spanish provinces.
Others have heen leaders of great
armies, have conquered great nations,
the crimson glories of great battles
have come to military men in every
age. Xenophon and his Ten Thou
sand are among the immortals, Xeno
phon wrote the "Anabasis."
Alexander
was as
W. Doniphan
great as Xenophon, and yet the story
and the
deeds of his
exploits
One Thousand

MIssourians

would

scarce be known had it not been that
John T. Hughes, a soldier in his regi
ment, wrote "Doniphan's Exedltion."
In the nineteenth century New Mexico produced abler men than Don
Pedro Bauptista Pino. He lives where
greater men are forgotten; He wrote
the "Exposicion." "
,
Pattie was only a trapper and"
mountaineer, no better qualified than
hundreds of others who pursued the
same calling. He will live while others are not mentioned. He wrote a
"Personal Narrative." "
Captain William Becknell, William
Bent, Ceran St. Vrain, Dr. DaVid
Waldo, and Dr. Josiah Gregg were
early traders over the Santa Fe Trail,
Gregg wrote the "Commerce of the
Prairies" and achievea immortality.
General Christopher Carson was no
more courageous than dozens of his
type upon the frontier; and yet he
lives when Bent, Bridger and Wootten
are only memories. He Is the Idol of
the romance magazine writer.
General W. H. H. Davis1 was "one
of them literary fellows" who will
live when even
the names of
ahler secretaries of New Mexico can
not be recalled, he wrote "El Gringo" and the "Spanish Conquest of
,

New Mexico."

These have been many governors
of New Mexico. General Lew Wallace,
soldier governor, would have been
forgotten, but so long as the EngllBh
language is spoken the "Fair God"
and "Ben Hur" will be read by the
children of men.
In the military history of the great
southwest we find the names of soldiers whose exploits in the .service of
their country entitle them to everlasting fame. Only one or two have followed the example of General 'Xenophon.

General

Nelson A Miles will

live where countless capable captains
who gave their lives to civilization are
forgotten. General Miles has written
several books.
New Mexico owes something to the
memory of those who have contributed, to the productive scholarship of
the state. To the living, to Bandeller,
Prince, Lummins, Hewett and Read, a
grateful people should render acMen vho accompknowledgement.
lish things the country always produces, but they have all been careless
of what record has been made of their
achievements. Our pioneers, soldiers,
and state builders owe something to
thel ancestors, to posterity, to history, to patriotism, and to themselves.
There are many now living in New
Mexico whose duty, it is to make record of important events which
occurred during the past century.
This can best be done by contributing
papers to the Historical Society of
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With some pleasure the writer
makes mention of the fact that all of
the illustrations in this oook are by
New Mexicans. He tenders his thanks
to Messrs. Clarence Batchelor of Las
Vegas, K. M. Chapman or Santa Fe,
and W. R. Walton of Albuquerque for
their assistance in reproducing so
many old scenes and portraits. The
maps were made by the writer's son,
--'
Waldo C, Twltchell.
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became such that no
woman could longer call him
husband.
I finaly was simply compelled to sue for divorce. On March
5, 1905, the papers were filed and
the hearing was held before a referee. Judge Henry Glldersleeve signed
the decree of divorce on June 4, 1905,
giving me an absolute divorce.
My
attorney was Robert J. HIbbard anu
Charles Becker was represented by
Vanness & Vanness. Charles did not
put up much of a fight, although the
decree gave me 464 a year alimony,
and this he paid until I was remar-
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V1FE VED HIS
BROTHER
LIVING IN RENO SHE TELLS
ABOUT ACCUSED NEW
YORK POLICEMAN.
Reno, Nev., Aug. 5. In a modest
cottage on the south side of Reno
lives Paul Becker, a brother of Lieutenant Charley A. Becker of New
York.
most Uitimate
Only their
friends know that Paul Becker is Mrs.
Becker's second hulsband and that
her first one was none other than
her present brother-m-lathe lieutenant of police, now under indictment for murder in New York. '
Mrs. Beckerj a retiring woman, and
her husband, the brother of the lieutenant, have been shrinking) from
public notice since Lieutenant Becker became connected with the gambling exposures in New York and later had his name mentioned with the
murderers of Herman Rosenthal.
Until recently Paul Becker was actively engaged in the mining business
but at present he is interested in a
prosperous horseshoeing (Establishment on the north side.
A ring at the Dell of the Becker
cottage this evening
brought Mrs.
Becker to the door.
"How did you learn my address?"
she said, pelitely but shrinking back.
"I have no statement to make about
my former husband," she added. "I
cannot say anything, especially in
connection with the present matter,
My husband, Paul Becker, and I are
very happy. We know almost nothing about Paul's brother Charles, my
former husband."
'
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"Whatever trouble Charles Becker
ever got into was through his asso
ciations with bad men. He belongs
to good, respectable people and ,.e
was well brought up. He
always was
in some kind of hot water, but I be
lieved he was too clever a man to be
caught in anything, serious.
"Charlie Becker got out of any
sort of trouble. The department knew
about my divorcing him and my rea
sons, but he was not dismissed from
the force, although this should have
been his punishment for his treat
ment of his wife and child. Other
troubles he got into were Investigated
but he managed to squirm out."
Mrs. Becker waa beginning to warm
up to her subject. She had intended
to say nothing detrimental to Lieutenant Becker, but when she spoke
of her divorce and the way Becker
had avoided trouble with the police
department her voice raised to a higher pitch and she seemed angry. She
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fharl.

Telephone

Forty-secon-

d

street Baptist church. The marriage
took place on April 28, 1898. We had
one son, Harold, named after another
brother of my husband, now dead
Harold Is 12 years old. I have no
children by my- second marriage.
"Charlie Becker was not a good
husband.
Long after I knew he was
not keeping his marriage vows, whan
he had cast me aside to devote him
self to other women, I, stuck to him. I
did this for our son Harold. I was
a mother and that always came first.
"Then, too, I was brought up to
shrink from divorce. You know a
good woman will put up with a good
deal from har husband before she will

1
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PACIFIC HIGHWAY CONVENTION struction of a
highway along the PaSan Francisoo, Aug. 5. If the good cific coast from British Columbia to
road a cause la to be advanced by the the Mexican border. The speakers-schedule-

intelligent discussion and

for the present

convention-includ-

of practical men It Is certain to re
former Governor J. N. Gillette
celva a substantial impetus from the of California, Thomas Taylor, minis-

third annual convention of the Paci- ter of public works of British Colum-'bific Highway association, which conand several other men of wide
vened at the St Francis Hotel in prominence.
this city today for a three-dasession. The chief aim of the associaNothing Is too absurd for some peo- tion is to further plans for the con pie to undertake.
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conceive of such an, idea.
"I am positive now that Charles
Becker never was true to me; but on
the other hand he was man enough
never to attempt to hide his own
sins in false accusations against me.
He would always defend me both during our married life and afterward,
under all circumstances.
"It became impossible ''for 'him' to
longer conceal his attentions to other
women. His attentions to Alice Lynch
were of the devoted sort. Then he became attentive to Helen Lynch, a sister of Alice. He is supposed to have
married Helen Lynch later, and I believe she is his wife. I have no means
of knowing this, however.
Won Her ' Divorce.
"But there were other women to
whom he was attentive, and his ac

or call and we will have onr demonstrator

show you.

it
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continued:
Alimony Obligations Cancelled.
"Only last fall he sent me papers
j"Do' you ever heap; any news of
to sign, cancellingi all further obligalieutenant tsecKer wa. asKea.
"My husband and I are on the best tions to pay me alimony,
I signed
of terms with the sisters of the lieu these papers with the understanding
tenant and other members of his fam that he would consent to pay an addiily. We exchange letters often. No tional $15 a month for the maintenreference is ever made, though, to ance of our son.
"We used to entertain friends of
Charles Becker in any of the letters.
We gtet'no news from him except him at our home in New York, but
what we read. In the newspapers.
they were mostly felolw members
"You see Paul and I have been of the police. If he ever brought to
married since August 18, 1909. We our home any such men as gamblers
were married .by Rev. Charles S, I never knew of
He was away
Mears, pastor of the First Congre from home much of the time, but I
gational church of Reno, who is now did not know where.
T cannot express any opinion as
in charge of the church in Berkley,
Cal. The witnesses to our wedding to whether or not I believe he could
were Mr. and Mrs. Corbet. Mr. Cor- be mixed up in this affair, for I do
not know and have not been with
bet was Paul's business backer.
"My meeting with Charles Becker, him for so long. Although I have seen
my marriage and life with him are a him since our separation."
Asked if he was the kind of a man
closed incident.1 It wrings my heart
to speak of these things now.
who would be a iparty to the Rosen"In the first place, my home was thal murder, providing It would never
with my parents in Kingston, Can be discovered, she smiled and reada. I met Charlies Becker three plied:
"I cannot say anything more, for I
years before we were married in New
York City by the Rev. Frank M. Good- - don't know."
of the
child, pastor
Nn Mentlnn

trint,"

AT SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICES

i
ried. .:!'-'"Even after I remarried
Charles
continued
to send me money and
clothes to our child. He warned me,
however, that if I ever attempted to
force him to make these payments to
the child he would force me into the
jurisdiction of the New York courts.
What he did he wanted to do volun-- '
tarily, and he has been sending Harold about $50 a month.
"After I divorced Charles Becker
I went to the home of my parents in
Canada, where Paul Becker came to
se his nephew.
Five years after I
had divorced Charles I married Paul,
who then had come to Reno to en
gage in business. He made me his
wife on the night of my arrival in
Reno.
r
"Charles Becker was
quick-tepered man,
and with a
will of iron. At times he would take
me into his confidence and at other
times he would endeavor to deceive
head-stron-
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attempting to add 131 precinct men t
the old committee was, of course, be-

HE TRUTH ABOUT DELEGATES

yond bis power. The resolution authorizing, him to fill vacancies, of
course, applied only to those places
which became vacant after they had
been filled and clearly did not apply to
131 new precincts. It could not in the
nature of things apply to a change
Most of the Fights Upon State
Delegations Were Made For Purpose from the old system to a complete new
system of precincts created by the city
of Deceiving the Public
council, because if they were to be
filled the entire number of 331 new
ere
Washington, jm,
are the appeal to uie committee on credentials precincts different from the old must
facta In relation to the contested seats from the decision of the national com- be filled. One system could not be
made into the other by a mere addila the Republican national convention. mittee was abandoned, as it
ought to tional
It Ib a summary of a detailed state- have been.
appointment of 131 committee.
men. No lawyer will say that such
ment going carefully Into all of the
Michigan.
actlou by the committee thus consti
cases,
statement so thorough that It
Ib
takes up 150 pages of printed matter. had InMichigan the state convention tuted was legal. Therefore the action
This statement is signed by Mr. Victor were it about 1,200 delegates. There which the lawful committee of U0 took
two counties in dispute or In
electing Taft; delegates who made a
Rosewater, chairman of the former Re- contest.only One was
Wayne county. In majority in the state convention was
publican national committee; by Mr. J. which Detroit Is situated,
and
other
the
the only one which could be recognized
H. Devlne of Colorado, chairman of the was Calhoun
evidence as valid.
committee on credentials of the Repub-lica- left no doubt county. The men
carthat the Taft
DELEnational convention, and by Mr
DISTRICT
a very large majority Wayne CONTESTED
Charles D. Hllles, chairman of the ried by
GATES.
county, but it was immaterial whether
ALABAMA.
present Republican national committee. this was true or
pot, because, leaving
The total number of delegates sumNinth District.
out both Wayne county and Calhoun
moned to the convention under its call
:The Ninth Alabama contest turned
the only counties In contest
was LOTS, with 640 necessary to a county,
the Taft delegates outnumbered by on the question whether the chairman
choice. Mr. Taft had 561 Totes on the
several hundred the Roosevelt del- of, a district committee had power to
first and only ballot and was declared
fill vacancies, whether a committeethey bad a clear majority
the nominee. There were Instituted egatesand
out of the total number of votes that man who had sent his resignation to
gainst 23S of the delegates regularly should have been in the convention. take effect only In case he was not
lected for Taft contests on behalf of The contest was so weak as to
hardly present being present, should be preRoosevelt These contests were avow. merit recital.
vented from acting as committeeman,
dly instigated not for the purpose of
and, third, on the Identity of another
Texas.
The written resolureally securing seats, in the convention,
In Texas there were 249 counties, of committeeman.
not for the purpose of adducing evi- which four have no county govern tion under which the right of the
dence which would lead any respect- ment The 245 counties under the call chairman to appoint to vacancies was
able court to entertain the contests, but of the convention were allowed to have claimed showed on its face that the
for the purpose of deceiving' the public something over 1,000 delegates, repre- specific authority was written In in
Into the belief that Mr. Roosevelt had senting them, who were given author- different writing and different colored
more totes than he really had, as the ity to cast 248 votes. Of the 245 coun- pencil between the lines. A number of
conventions and primaries were in ties there were ninety-nin- e
counties in affidavits were filed by committeemen
progress for the selection of delegates. which the total Republican1 vote was who were present when the resolution
This is not only a necessary inference but 2,000, in fourteen of which tfcre was passed to- show that the resolution contained no such authority. This
from the character of the contests, but were no Republican voters, in twenty-seveof which there were less tan gave rise to a question of fact upon
it was boldly avowed by the chief editor of the newspapers owned by Mr. teu each and in none of which was which a very large majority of, both
Munsey, who has been Mr. Roosevelt's there any Republican organization and the national committee' and the comchief financial and newspaper sup- in none of which had a primary or con- mittee on credentials held that the
porter. The 238, contests were reduced vention been held. It was shown that lead pencil Insertion was a forgery,
Colonel Cecil Lyon, to whom had been that the chairman did not have the auby abandonment to seventy-four- .
The very fact of these 164 frivolous assigned as referee the disposition of thority therefore to appoint to the
contests itself reflects upon the genu- the patronage of the national Repub- vacancies, and therefore the action of
ineness and validity of the remainder. lican administration for ten years in his committee was not valid. This
made it necessary to "reject the contest
The seventy-fou- r
delegates include sli the state, had been in the habit of conthe Republican state conven- ants. The committee decided the two
at large from Arizona, four at larce trolling
from Kentucky, four at large from In- tion by securing from two federal of other Issues of fact before them In
e
favor of the Taft contention, although
diana, six at large from Michigan, flcebolders in each of these ninety-nineountles a
granting a proxy the first decision was conclusive.
eight at large from Texas and eight at to Colonel certificate
Lyon or a friend of his to
ARKANSAS,
Urge from Washington, and also two
Fifth District.
district delegates each from the Ninth represent the county as if regularly
ora
conferfed by
Republican county
In the Fifth Arkansas the question
Alabama, the Fifth Arkansas, the
The national committee
was one of the identity of one faction
Thirteenth Indiana,
the Seventh, ganization.
and the committee on credentials and or the other as, the Republican party.
Eighth and Eleventh Kentucky, the
after the fullest Invest! This convention followed the example
Third Oklahoma, the Second Tennes- the convention
decided that these ninety-ninof the convention of 1908 In holding
see and from each of nine districts, the gatlon
counties In which the Republican vote
First, Second. Fourth, Fifth, Seventh. was so small and In which there was that what was known as the Redding
Eighth, Ninth, Tenth and Fourteenth no Republican party, no convention, no faction was not the Republican party,
that It was a defunct organization and
of Texas.
primary, no organization, was not the had only acquired life at the end of
' CONTESTED DELEGATES AT proper
source for a proxy to give a each four
years for the purpose of
'
LARGE.
vote equal to that to be cast by the
it In the national convention.
using
In
143
other
counties
which there was
Arizona,
The contestants were therefore rejectIn the Arizona convention there were
and in ed.
Republican
organization
, It was shown that the other or
ninety-thre- e
votes. All the delegates-s- ix which primaries or conventions were
had. been In active existence as
Taft
in number were to, be selected at heid. The two committees therefore
the Republican party, had nominated
to
be
large. The counties were entitled to se- held such ninety-nin- e
proxies
a local ticket and had run a congresslect their delegates through their coun- illegal and not the baais of proper rep
man.
two
who
The
or
tribunals
In
one
resentation.
committee
ty
by primary.
CALIFORNIA.
case
decided
should
a
beard
the
that
they
county, Maricopa,
majority of the
District.
Fourth
e
votes
from the
committee decided to select its dele- deduct the ninety-ninCalifornia
The
Fourth
presented this
gates and a minority to have a pri- total of 245 and give the representation
question: Under the state law the delemary. In other counties there were to those who controlled the majority
was
of the remainder. The remainder was gation, two from each district,
some contests, and the sttae commitelected on a general ticket, In a group
152
out
and
of
that
the
Taft
votes,
tee, following the usage of the national
Each delegate might
of twenty-six- .
counties,
committee, gave a hearing to all con- men had carried eighty-nin- e
either express his presidential prefertestants in order to make up the tem- having ninety votes. This gave to the ence
or agree to vote for the presidenporary roll. There was a clear major- Taft men a clear majority in the state tial candidate receiving the highest
with
convention
and
it
delegates
eight
ity of the Taft delegates among the
number in the state. In the Fourth
uncontested delegates. The committee at large.
the two candidates from that
district
WASHINGTON.
made up the temporary roll and then
on the Taft ticket expressed
district
The contest in Washington turned on a
there was a bolt, sixty-fou- r
remaining
preference for Taft,. but did not
e
delewhether
the
the
Taft
withdrawhall
in the
and twenty-fivquestion
agree to vote for the candidates hav;
ing therefrom. The case of the Taft gates appointed by the county comthe highest state vote. These Taft
ing
majority was so clear that it is difficult mittee in King county, in which Seattle delegates in the Fourth district reto understand why a contest was made. is situate, were duly elected to the ceived a majority of 200 more than
or whether a primary,
convention
Indiana.
the Roosevelt delegates In that disIn Indiana the four Taft delegates at which was subsequently held and at trict The national call forbade any
were
electRoosevelt
which
delegates
law or the acceptance of any law
large were elected in a state convenproperly called, so that Its retion to which Marion county, in which ed, was
election of delewas legal. Under the law the which prevented the
other words, the
In
Indianapolis is situate, was entitled to sult
districts.
by
gates
committee had the power to4 de
128 votes. , A primary was held in In- county
call of the national convention was at
deleselect
the
would
it
whether
cide
variance with the state law. The state
dianapolis, at which Taft polled 6,000
directly or should call a primary
and Roosevelt 1,400 votes. This gave gates
law songbt to enforce the state unit
one
of
the
state
counties
some
In
Taft 106 delegates in the state conven- course was pursued and in other coun- rule and required the whole twenty-sl- x
tion from Marlon county, and If they
delegates to be voted for all over
In King county the
ties the 'other.
were properly seated the control of the
"onsisted of 250 men, the the state, assigning two to each discommittee
convention by a large majority was
of whom were for Taft, and. trict on the ticket to abide the state
conceded to Taft. Attempt was made majority'
wide election, while the Republican
that
acting through its execconvention has Insisted upon
national
to impeach the returns from Marlon utive majority,
deleselected
the
Taft
committee,
county by charges of fraud and repeat- gates to the state convention. Mean- the unit of the district since 1880. That
has been the party law. This convening. These charges were of a general time the city council of Seattle had
,
Rnftfimtinn exepnt
.
'
11 . orHhnnf
mtop
vuo
the city. It before had 250 tion recognized the party law and held
as to one ward out of fifteen wards, precincts. Now substantially the same it to be more binding than that of the
and then the impeaching witness ad territory was divided up into 381 pre state law and allowed the two dele
mitted be could not claim fraud enough cincts. The chairman of the county gates who bad received In the Fourth
to change the result in that ward .The committee was a Roosevelt man. He district a vote larger than their two
natiqnal committee, upon which there had been given authority by general opponents assigned to that district, to
t
men. rejected resolution to fill vacancies occurring in become delegates in the convention.
were fifteen
the Roosevelt contestants and gave the the committee. A general meeting of This was clearly lawful, for a state has
the basis
Taft delegates their seats by a unani. the committee had been held after the no power to limit or control
of representation of a voluntary namous vote. Senator Borah and Mr. city council had directed the redisrictFrank B. Kellosg, both Roosevelt men. ing of the city, in which it was re- tional party in a national convention.
The fact that President Taft, by telemade speeches in explaining the votes solved, the chairman not dissenting,
deleall the twenty-siIn which they snid that the ense turned that representatives could not be se gram approved
him Is snid to be
as
representing
gates
un331
new
Marion
fill
on
the
primary,
county
to
the
lected
precincts
wholly
an estoppel against his claiming the
and as there was no evidence to im- til an election was held in September. election
of two of those delegates in
of
the
title
1912. Thereafter aud in spite of this
peach the result certSied.
was clear Tnls is conclusion the chairman assumed the their Fourth district What is there
the Taft delegates
inconsistent in his approving the can' whose
proceedings right by his appointment to add to the
the convention
didacy of all his delegates and the
131
comof
theft
loud
committee
such
charges
precinct
existing
called forth
election of two of them? Why should
in
ith
these
aud
Roosevelt
Mr.
voting
mitteemen,
and fraud from
he be
estopped to claim that port
the committee it is claimed that a pri- of the thus
Kentucky.
law was inoperative because in
was so much
ordered.
There
was
filed
was
contest
a
mary
In Kentucky
in the meeting that this is conflict with the call of the convention?
axalnst only three of the four delegate!, confusion However,
INDIANA.
the fact is that
ioubtful.
Thirteenth
District
men
Taft
the
any
protested against
at large. The fourth Taft delegate's
In the Thirteenth Indiana there was
a 'committee so constituted
conaction
by
three
The
uncontested.
was
seat
that the chairman had no question about 'the victory of the
testants admitted they were not elect- on the groundto
no
appoint the 131 new Taft men, because the temporary chairauthority
sent
the
which
ed by the convention
refused to take man representing the Taft side was
committeemen.
They
other.
They
Taft delegates or by any
f
so did the La conceded to have been elected by
and
the
In
primary,
Roosevelt part
a vote more than the Roosevelt
only contended that if the
Follette men. The newspapers reportwould
a
they
majority
bad
had
f
forces
candidate. This
vote extended
2.356 ed the number of votes in the primary
have been elected. There were
over 8,000. The Roosethrough the riotous proceedings, and
to
be
something
convention
to
the
delegates summoned were 449 of these velt committee showed by affidavit the although it was not as wide as a barn
door it was enough. The chairman pnt
by its call. There
all of number to be 6,000 out of a usual total
whose seats were contested. If
Republican vote of 75,000, The action the question as to electing the Taft
Roosevelt
to
conceded
and after continuous objecthese bad been
vote uf the chairman of the committee In delegates,
M would have made the Roosevelt
tion lasting three hours declared the
TJ37 votes .less than a malorlty.
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rote carried.

The Roosevelt men thus
prevented a roll call and then bolted.
KENTUCKY.
, Seventh
District.
In the Seventh Kentucky district the
total vote of the convention was 145.
Thete were contests from four counvotes. Acties, Involving ninety-fivcording to the rules of the party in
Kentucky, where two seats of credentials are presented those delegates
whose credentials are approved by the
county chairman are entitled to participate In the temporary organization.
On the temporary roll the Taft chairman was elected by ninety-eigh- t
votes
and
votes, were cast for the
Roosevelt candldnte.
The committee
on credentials was then appoiuted, consisting of one member named by each
The majority recounty delegation.
port of the committee was adopted
unanimously by the convention, no delegation whose seats were contested
being permitted to vote on its own
case. As soon as the majority report
of the credentials committee had been
adopted, the Roosevelt adherents bolted. There was not the slightest reason
for sustaining the contest for Roosevelt
delegates.
Eighth District.
The Eighth Kentucky district was
composed of ten counties having 163
votes, of which eighty two were necessary to a choice. There was no contest in five of the counties, and although the Roosevelt men claimed that
there was one in Spencer county no
contest Was presented against the
seating of the regularly elected Taft
delegates from that county. This gave
the Taft delegates eighty-fou- r
votes, or
two more than were necessary for a
choice. In other words, assuming that
the Roosevelt men were entitled to all
the delegates from the counties in
which they filed contests in the district convention there remained a clear
majority of uncontested delegates who
voted for the Taft delegates to Chicago.
OKLAHOMA.
Third District
In the Third Oklahoma district the
question of the validity of the seats of
the delegates turned on .the constitution of the congressional committee,
which was made up of twelve Taft
men and seven Roosevelt men. The
chairman, Cochran, was a Roosevelt
man and attempted to prevent the majority of the committee from taking
action. The chairman was removed
and another substituted, and thereupon
the convention was duly called to order
on the temporary roll prepared by the
congressional committee, whi"h was
made the permanent roll, and the two
Taft delegates to Chicago were duly
selected. Every county In the district
had its representation and vote in the
regular convention, aud no person
properly accredited as a delegate was
excluded or debarred from participating in its proceedings. Cochran and
his followers bolted after his deposition. Assuming that all the committee
who went out with him had the right
to act on the committee, it left De
committee standing twelve for Titft
and seven for Roosevelt, so it was simply a question whether a majority of
the committee had the right to control
its action or a minority. The bolting
convention which Cochran held was
not attended by a majority of the duly
elected delegates to the convention. It
did not have the credentials from the
various counties, and its membership
was largely made up of bystanders
who had not been duly accredited by
any county in the district. Its action
was entirely without authority.
' TENNESSEE.
Second District.
In the Second ,, Tennessee district
there were fifty-nindelegates uncontested out of a possible total of 108 in
the convention. There were forty-nin- e
contested. The Roosevelt contestants
refused to abide the
in the forty-nindecision of the committee on credentials and withdrew, leaving fifty-nin- e
uncontested delegates.
These fifty-nindelegates, part of whom were
Roosevelt men, remained In the convention, appointed the proper committees, settled contests and proceeded to
There can be
select Taft delegates.
no question about the validity therefore of their title.
TEXAS.
First District.
The only remaining districts are the
nine districts from Texas. Of these the
First district was composed of eleven
counties, each county having one vote,
except Cass county, which had two.
The executive committee, composed of
one representative from each county,
made up the temporary roll, and in the
contests filed from two counties seatvote
ed both delegates with
each. The convention elected the two
Taft delegates, giving them ten and
votes. Each county was
represented In this vote. A (minority
representing one and
votes bolted the regular convention
end held a rump meeting. The na
Uonal committee
by unanimous vote
decided, the contest in favoc of the
Taft delegate.
Second District,
In the Second Texas district there
were fourteen counties. Two counties
were found not to have held conventions and one county to have no dele
The convention was
gate present
then constituted by the delegations
that held regular credentials. The report of the committee on credentials'
was accepted upon roll call, and then
the representatives of five cpuntles
withdrew from the hall. The repre
sentatives of four of these counties
held a rump convention, The regular
convention remained in session several
hours, appointed the usual committees,
which retired and made their reports,
which were accepted, and elected two
Taft delegates to the national conven
Hon and certified their election in due
e

forty-seve-

n

,

e

e

e

one-ha- lf

three-quarte-
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form to the national committee, which
without division asked for, held them
properly elected.
Fourth District.
The Fourth Texas district consists
of five counties, each having one vote
In the district convention under the
call. One county, Rains, chose an uncontested delegation, and that one was for
Taft. The other four counties sent
The contestcontesting delegations.
ing delegations appeared before the
congressional executive committee to
present their claims, but the committee arbitrarily refused to hear anybody. Having exhausted every effort
to secure a hearing, the four contesting delegations, together with the only
uncontested delegation of the convention, withdrew to another place and
held a convention and elected Taft
delegates to the Chicago convention.
The congressional convention which
elected the" Taft delegates was composed of more than a majority, and,
indeed, of practically all the regularly
The national comelected delegates.
mittee held the title of the Taft delegates to their seats valid by viva voce
vote without calling for a division.
Fifth District
The Fifth district of Texas is composed of Dallas, Ellis, Hill, Bosque1
and Rockwall counties. Dallas county
cast more Republican votes than all
the other counties of the district put
The call for the congrestogether.
sional convention allowed each county
to send not to exceed four delegates,
but made no reference to the basis of
representation of' the respective counThere
ties composing the district
was a contest from Dallas county, but
the Taft delegates were seated. Taft
delegates were seated on the temporary
roll from two counties, and Roosevelt
delegates from the three counties, and
the representation in the convention
was fixed at one vote for each county
without regard to the number of delegates In the convention or the number of Republican votes cast In such
county. A minority report of the district committee was presented, protesting against . the ratio of representation adopted. The chairman of the
convention objected to the presentation of this minority report Falling
in this he abandoned the platform and
left the hall.
The convention thereupon elected a
new chairman and a new secretary, appointed a committee on credentials,
which recommended the seating of the
Taft delegates from Hill county and
the adoption of the minority report of
the district committee as to the basis
of the representation In the convention.
were
Both these recommendations
adopted, and Taft delegates to the national convention were thereupon elected by a vote of eight to three. The
Roosevelt men thereafter retired to the
south end of the hall, where they organized a meeting at which it was
claimed the Roosevelt delegates to the
national convention were elected. The
Republican vote for the district for
1908 was as follows: Dallas county,
2,068; Ellis, 594; Hill, 414; Bosque, 266;
Rockwall, 88. Both the national committee and the committee on credentials sustained the Taft delegates.
Seventh District.
The Seventh congressional district of
Texas Is composed of the following
couhties:
Anderson, Chambers, Galveston, Houston, Liberty, Polk, San Jacinto and Trinity. Polk, San Jacinto
and Trinity were without proper party
organization. In Texas county chairmen must be elected by the voters In
each party. No such election was held
in any of these three counties. In two
of them Colonel Lyon assumed to appoint chairmen, which he had no right
to do. Lyon himself had classed these
three counties as unorganized and without party organization.
The convention met in Galveston.
The executive committee met prhw to
the meeting of the convention to make
up the temporary roll of delegates. The
executive committee had before it the
question of having the three unorganized counties represented in the convention. The executive committee refused to recognize them.;, When this
action was taken by the executive committee a delegate from Houston county
and the alleged representatives from
the three unorganized counties withdrew from the meeting and proceeded
to organize another convention, and
upon this is based the contest, which
was rejected by both committees, the
nationa committee and the credentials
committee.
Eighth District.
In the Eighth congressional convention a split occurred over the majority
and minority reports of the executive
committee as to the temporary roll.
The Roosevelt followers controlled the
executive committee, but did net have
a majority in the convention, which
adopted the minority report and gave
votes and RooseTaft five and
f
velt two and
votes. This resulted In the election of the Taft
who were seated by both the
national committee and the credentials
committee.
'
'
Ninth District.
In the Ninth district the district
committee was called by Mr. Speaker,
a member of the committee, and not by
the chairman. The chairman refused
to convene ;he committee because he
claimed that all the delegates from
Texas to the national convention must
be elected in the state convention, that
Colonel Lyon, his superior, had thus
directed him. The district committee
was called Seven members attended
the meeting. The district convention
was called on May 15. Eleven counties
out of the fifteen responded to the call
and took part In the convention. Three
counties were not represented, and in
one of these there was no election.
After this convention had been called
the chairman of the district commutes
'

one-ha- lf

changed his mind and called a meeting of the committee for April 17.
This committee called a congressional
convention to be held on Mhj' 18. But
there was no publication of the call,
which had to be thirty days before the
convention, until April 21. The Taft
convention seems therefore to have
been duly' and regularly convened,
while the. Roosevelt convention was
not The Taft delegates were seated.
Tenth District.
In the Tenth district the decision
turned largely upon the bad fnith with
which two members of the district
committee voted in the seating of delegates and upon the bad faith with
which one of them used the proxy Intrusted to him. The Taft delegates ic
tliis case bolted and left the hall aud:
immediately in the same building organized another convention which consisted of delegates from six counties.
Proceedings were regularly held; a permanent organization effected, the report of the committee on resolutions
adopted and delegates pledged to Taft
were elected. The undisputed evidence
indicated that a flagrant attempt had
been made to deprive Taft of this district, to which he was Justly entitled.
The national committee sustained the
title of the Taft delegates and alternates by a practically unanimous vote.
Fourteenth District.
In the Fourteenth district there were
fifteen counties in the district When
the executive committee met at San
Antonio to make up the temporary roll
there were ten members of the committee present whose right to act was
undisputed, of whom six were for Taft
and four for Roosevelt There were
four other Roosevelt men present
whose right to vote was disputed and
who were clearly not entitled to represent their county at that meeting. One
of them held the proxy of the committeeman from Kendall county, who was
dead, and the proxies from three other
counties were held, two by postmasters and one by an assistant postmaster, while under the election law of
Texas no one who holds an office of
profit or trust under the United States
shall act as a member of an executive
committee either for the state or for
any district or county. The temporary
roll was made up by Taft members,
having a clear majority without permitting these men to act under their
proxies. There was a contest over the
delegation from Bexar county, which
contains the city of San Antonio. Full
consideration was given to this contest,
but the testimony was overwhelming
that Taft carried the county by a vote
of four or five to one. On the proper
basis the total vote in the district conof which the
vention was sixty-sevenumber instructed or voting for Taft
the
was thirty seven and
one-hal- f,

number voting or instructed for
not vot
and
velt twenty-eigh- t
ing one. The Taft delegation was
therefore seated at Chicago.
Roose-

one-hal-

CONCLUSION.

The purpose of this resume of the
contests in which there was any shad
ow of substance has been to inform
those who have not time or inclination
to read the longer and more detailed
account of them contained in the larger
pamphlet It is not essentiial to make
Mr. Taft's title Jndisputable that all
men agree on every one of the issues
raised. They were decided by the tribunals which uniform party usage had
made the proper tribunals to decide
such contests. If those tribunals acted
in good faith mistaken Judgment would
not invalidate their decisions. As a
matter of fact, an examination of the
facts show that the tribunals were
right in every instance. There is not
the slightest evidence that they were
moved by other than a mere desire to
reach a right conclusion. On the other
hand, the action of the Roosevelt men
la bringing 160 contests that they

FOR OKLAhOMA SENATORSHIP
Oklahoma City, Okla., Aug. 5. One
United States senator, eight congressmen (under new apportionment), a
state feneration commissioner, justices of the supreme court and the

criminal court of appieais and the
members of the 1913 legislature are
to be nominated in the Oklahoma primaries tomorrow.
The most intjerest, of course, centers In the contest for the United
States senatorship. The senatorial
vote is not a direct nomination, but !t
is an Expression, of preference supposed to bind the legislature which next
winter will name a successor to Robert L. Owen ,who is a candidate for
Former Governor Charles N. Haskell is opposing Senator Owen for the
democratic nomination for the senatorship. The fight between the two
was commenced as arly as last De
neniber and has been extremely bitter.
Five republicans are contesting for
the republican indorsement for the
senatorship. i Among them la "Dynamite Ed" Perry of Coalgate, who is
regarded as tie leader of the Roosevelt faction of the republican party
in Oklahoma.
All of ine five representatives Who
now make up the Oklahoma delega
tion In the lower branch of congress

are candidates for renomination. The
three, new representatives are to be
elected as congressmen-at-lairge- ,
because of the failure of the legisla
ture to
the state. For the
three seats there are a total of 44 as
pirants, including 2S democrats, 13 re
publicans and three socialists.
Republican leaders of both factions
are inclined to bury their differences, so far as the state campaign is
concerned, in the hope that they may
be able to elect a majority in one, If
not both, houses of the state legisla
ture. Both factions are eager to
wrest the state from local control of
the democrats, believing this year
home affairs are of more Importance
than getting Into a factional fight
over national matters that would be
helpful to neither Taft or Roosevelt,
Inasmuch as Oklahoma's electoral
vote la practically certain to go to
the democratic presidential .non-lnee.

"BLESSING TO WOMEN"
a
is what one grateful woman calls
ComE. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound. This is because after suffering for six long, weary years with a
weakness so prevalent among her
sex. she was
restored - ta tterfact
health by this famous medicine for
woman's ills.
This has been the experience of
thousands of grateful women who
have depended upon this tried and
Ly-di-

'

true remedy.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS MEET
Denver, Aug. 5. Many prominent
members of the Knights of Pythias,
from every state of the Union and
nearly all of the Canadian provinces
are arriving in Denver for the meeting here this week of the twenty- seventh biennial Bession of the eu- preme lodge. , Contrary, to the cus
tom in the, past the encampment of
the uniform rank is not to be held
promptly abandoned strongly tended this year In conjunction with the su
to show the lack of good faith in the preme lodge convention. There will
prosecution of all of them. Those who be a meeting, however, of the allied
support President Taft can well afford
'
'
to stand on the record in this case and organization, the Pythian sisters.
to asseverate without fear of successful contradiction that the delegates
CONVENTION OF JEWELERS
whose seats were contested were as
Kansas
City, Mo., Aug. 5. 'An imIn
this convention as in
fairly seated
mense fortune 'in diamonds, emeralds
any In the history of the party.
and other precious etones was placed
ORGANISTS AT OCEAN GROVE
on exhibition hereJ today as a feature
Ocean Grove, N. J., Aug. 5. Ocean in connection with the seventh anGrove is to entertain this week the nual convention of the American Nalargest gathering of organists ever tional Retail Jewietters' association.
assembled in this country.
The oc- Representatives of the jewelry trade
casion is the fifth annual convention throughout the United States and Canof the National Association of Organi- ada are here to take uart in the con
sts,- which held its opening session in vention, which Will begin Its sessions
the auditorium today. During; the at th,e Coates House tomorrow morn
week the convention will discuss, ing. Four days will be devoted to the
among, other subjects, ways for pro- discussion Of legislation, fixed selling
moting the more extensive use of the prices, expenses and profits and oth
organ a a concert Instrument, and er subjects pertaining to the trade.
the relations which the church organ- Chicago and Washington are appliist .bears to hie: .minister, his music cants for the next convention of the
committee and his. public.
'
association.
-

'

one-hal-
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S.S.S.Sya3S For

The familiar letters, S. S. S., stand for Siwft'9 Sure Specific, a name
honestly and fairly earned by a great blood remedy. It is worthy of its
title because it really CURES every ailment resulting from impure blood.
The majority of physical afflictions are caused by bad blood, because a weak,
and
polluted circulation deprives the system of its necessary strength
powers. S. S. S. cures every disorder which comes from
weak or diseased blood, it tones up ana leguimei
every portion of the system, and creates an abundant supply of nourishing properties which fill the
circulation and bring health to the body. S. S. S.
is made entirely of healing, cleansing roots, herbs
and barks, which are also possessed of great tonic
minpropertie v It does not contain a particle of
eral or other harmful drug, and is therefore the purest and safest blood medicine for young or old.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ul-- s
Rvin nispasps. Scrofula. Malaria and all other
troubles of a deranged circulation. Write for free book on the blood and
any medical advice. No charge for either.
' THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.

)
i
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paign has there been a more temperate, a more
dignified and a more
truthful treatment 'of opponents?
The president points out that the
party which has accomplished so
many great., things for the country
may be relied oh. to accomplish still
more. The republican party is the
true party of advancement, but it
does not go atf' ttie "future blindly by
declaring the fabric of government
should be (fesiroyed that betterments
may be madef The '"progressives"
declare loudly for "social justice,"
but without an w definite program or
of redemption.
scheme
Practically
every advancement toward "social
justice" that has been made in ihls
rapidly progressing country has been
through the republican party, and
that party now has the Inclination,
the machinery ana the men to bring
about socla betterments just as fast
as rational and feasi pie proposals can
be made. "The republican party,
says the president, "is the nucleus of
that public opinion' which favors constant progress.- and development along
safe lines and under the constitution
as we have had it for more, than 100
years, and', which1 'believes: In the
maintenance. .of. an Independent judi
clary as the keystone of our liberties
and fhe balance wheel by which the
whole
governmental ,,macnmery js
kept within the original plan."
,
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READY FOR TRIPLE REGATTA
Peoria EfL.'Aog. 5. Scores of oars-meSeveral hun
aire in this city.

the' 'enthusiasts'

have already

arrived, and. it Jb expected that be
fore the end of the, week 10,000 WW
ing fans will have congregated in this
city for the biggest, rowing event that
has ever taken, place in the west.
During the week th,e celebrated
course on the Illinois river Is to be
the scene of three separate and dis
tinct rowing regattas,. .The first two
days have been alloted to the regatta
of the Central States Rowing association.
This,' will be followed on
,

l

AVlATIOf
THE BIRDMEN- - ARE BEGINNING
TO THINK CITY HAS "GONE
BACK" ON THEM
New, York, Aug. 5. "What has happened, to aviation in and around New
York?"
This
is being asked even

by the fliers themselves
In the late winter and early spring
Frank T. Coffyn, made sensational
flights over New York. He made several calls on the Lady Liberty out on
Bedrole's Island, flirted with the East
river bridges, took moving pictures o
the land and water beneath him, and
not until he ventured aboard an
automobile
did he
"
uief death.
'
Later In the spring Marshall Earle
Reld essayed a trip from Nassau Boulevard to Philadelphia, with Beattie
as passenger. They came down on
State Island. Later, with his mechanism, Rpid succeeded in making the
trip, but was forced to alight a couple of times for minor repairs.
In May came the Aero show in
Grand Central palace. It was opened
by President Collier of the Aero Club
of America, who flew over from, his
hangar in Jersey . to the flagship of
Aqmirai wiernaus in tne Norm river. The show drew only moderate attendance, though the exhibits covered
a wid,e scope and were both instructive and attractive. During the show
e
Aviator Wither made
passenger-carryinflights, at - first
from the North river and later from
the Battery. On July 1 Beckwlth Ha- vents flew in his hydro from Bridgeport to Long Island.
During the last month or two there
has been much successful flying over
the Long Island aviation fields at
Mineola, at Nassau, and at the New
held at Hempstead plains, but Paul
g
Pecks
endurance
flight has been the main event there.
Ordinary flights there have ceased to
earth-crawlin- g

hydro-aeroplan-

g

and 4 Thursday by the
of .the. Southwestern Rowing
association and on Friday and Saturday the annual championship con
tests of the National association of
Amateur Oarsmen will be pulled off.
this year Affonfisos
The "naMonal
to be the most spectacular of any re
gatta held in" years.
Five cities,' Chicago, St. Louis, De be a novelty.
With flying where it is today, with
troit, Qulncy and Peoria, have en
wonmachines
and aviators
crews
in
the
Central
tered
regatta.
'
to- der is expressed that there has been
beginning today and concluding
no local exhibition meet to hold pub'
'
morrow.
The program of events for the week lic interest. Two years ago public
includes the 'championship esta in interest ran high and Pie public was
the various Junior' and senior rowing given something to sea
Only two attempts have been made
events, the single sculls, the four-oa- r
ed and the elght-oarespeed contests this year to induce competition, and
for each of the three
associations both were so feebly responded to that
and besides includes numerous fea they fell through. The Aero ' club
e
speed com
ture exhibitions which will tend to planned a
enliven the six days of sport. Among petition on the Hudson. Twice the
these will be an elaborate fireworks date was set and twice the contest
display on the river front, canoe was abandoned. Edwin Gould deposraces on three' days of the meeting, ited $15,000 with the Scientific Amer
sailing races between both Peoria ican for the best aeroplane equipped
and foreign speed yatchs, swimming with a dual power plant and propeller
sets, capable of both independent
races and water' polo.
and simultaneous operation. There
were at first 11 prospective entrants,
INDIANA REPUBLICANS.
11 dwindled to one
The
Howard Gill
5.
A
dozen
Ind.,"
Indianapolis,'
Aug.
and
r
the contest was abandoned.
names
discussion for the
This year there are within a
head of the ticket fJ be nominated bv
radius of New York City some
the Indiana 'republicans in state con
vention here tomorrow. As the re- thing like a hundred flying machines,
publican candidates must meet the about 90 ppr cent of them biplanes.
opposition of the progressives as well Over 60 of these machines are at
as the democrats at the November present on Long Island. Thirty-fiv- e
election the ' party leaders leaders are of the sixty-odare at Hempstead
endeavoring to bring about the nomi- Plains, where the new aviation field
nation of the strongest men they can has been located under the auspices
of the Hempstead Plains Aviation
find.
Winfield' T; Durbin of Anderson, company, a speculative organization.
who was governor from 1901 to 190a;
At Hempstead Plains are the
Mayor Lew- Shank- - of Indianapolis,
that formerly were hangared
who came into national prominence at Nassau Boulevard and Mineola,, the
through his 'crusade to reduce the abandoned fields.
Only three mahigh cost of living; Addison C. Harris chines remain at Mineola. There are
of Indianapo)ist former United States nine at Belmont Park, three at Forminister to Austria-HungarColonel rest 'Hills, three at the Sheepshead
editor of the Bay race track, two each at Hicks-villGeorge R. Lockwood,
Marion Chronicle; Judge David vV.
Baldwin, Brighton Beach and
Henry of Terre Haute; President W. City Island, and one at Jamaica Bay.
W. Parsons of the Indiana . Normal There are three at
Tarrytown and
school; Charles A. Carlisle, a promi one at Fort Hamilton.
There are
nent business man of South Bend; eight at the Kuhnert Aerodrome,
James" W." ySoAifa,i''4i&B&eai of: VW Hackjensack, N.4' J.; six at Electric
cennes uiiversity; ',W9itTt.QlM,F&i .Park, .Newark, and four at Seldlefs
Wayne,, and 1 Q, Embree of. Prince- Beach, N. J.. Some 15 or more maton, are among those who are under chines are scattered among" virions
consideration for the nomination for isolated locations.
governor.
The real "continuous performance"
For lieutenant governor Sidney K. flying is being done now at HempGainiard of Lagrange, is regarded as stead Plains. There are a dozen or
the leading candidate, although there more successful aviators there, many
are several others in the field. For of whom are
flying every favorable
the other places on the state ticket day. Among them are
Beatty, Chamthere is a, general disposition to give bers, Olson, Fitzslmmons, Kemmerle,
the nominations to the men who were Gallandiet, Dyott, Bonney, Twombley,
the nominees two years ago.
Reichter and Peoli. When Paul Peck
Is there he Is "doing things". SomeSLOVENIAN-CROATIAUNION.
N
times there are as many as eight maCalumet, Mich., Aug. 5. The sev- chines in the air at one time. Beat-ti- e
enth- biennial convention of the
is doing "stunts" sometimes for
Union began here to- pleasure, sometimes for motion picday and will continue for a week oi ture concerns. He has made as many
longer. Delegates are in attendance as 19 flights in one day. He has
from the local lodges of the fraternity banked his machine at an
angle of
throughout northern Minnesota and 80 degrees, and he threatens to essay
Michigan." asms?'4.:
an agle of 90 degrees before he is

Wednesday

record-breakin-

.

President Taft'e speech accepting
remoninatlon at the bands of the republican, party is more than a mere
campaign document, it is an expost
tion of human rights. It is a treatise
on popular, government that should
set the American people in the way
of solemn ' thinking along rational
lines. While dealing fundamentally
with the achievements of the republican partyi, It rises far above the
scope of partisan politics, of the
of individuals, of ephemeral
policies and considers the American
people as a nation face to face with
jdeetlny.
Every citizen who holds,
beneath the rancor of partisan politico, a sincere love' of country ought
to read that address. For it is a masterly document that outlines In bold
strokes the evils which are rising like
'
huge ibouldera In our national path.
The speech Is not merely a politician s perfunctory offering. It is patriotic and human. And the 'individual citizen who Is true to himself
will, for the moment at least, cast
aside all petty quarrels of factional
politics and study this doqument for
the great truths It contains truths
that vitally concern his country and
all Its people.
Whoever has Ibeen led to believe
that President Taft is weak or apathetic should read this address and
he will revise his opinion. It Is remarkable not merely because It
comes from a republican president,
but because it was uttered by a man
of deep learning, clear perception and
profound reasoning. Mr. Taft draws
an Impressive picture of the present
and future of the government, and
conveys a warning against the socialistic tendencies that make for destruction. It is a calm and dispassionate
review of the. situation that confronts
us as a people. There Is no abuse
of anybody, no cries of "liar" and
"pickpocket" and no loose criticism
of others. One can read in every line
a transcendant patriotism that; calls
to the country to save itself from its
enemies.
Who are these enemies? They are
those who seek, to inflame class
and to incite man against his
brother man. Says the president: "I
do not say that the two gentlemen
who now lead, one the democratic
party and the other the former republicans who have left the party, in
their attacks upon existing conditions, and in their attempts to satisfy
the popular unrest by promises of
remedies, are consciously embracing
socialism. The truth is that they do
not offer any definite legislation or
policy by which the happy conditions
they promise are to be brought aibout,
hut if their promises mean anything,
they lead directly toward the appropriation of what belongs to one man,
to another." Where in all the cam
.
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through experimenting. At Hlcksville
Brown is making frequent flights.1
The summer aviation population at
Hempstead Plains Is only about 150.
An average of three men subsists on a
machine the aviator and two mechanicians.
During the preceding two
seasons the summer population of

'

'

dred

tLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

vegas diuv time,

aviators and their followers and as
sistants was more than double that
Before another month ends there
will be in almost full swing another
aviation, field. The Aeronautical society has leased a hundred acres and
flying rights over four square miles
of territory at Oakwood Heights, Stat
en Island.
Hangars will be erected
immediately, and many members of
the society have signified their intention of moving to the field. Among
those is Captain Baldwin,
ho will
bring with him his troupe of "Red
Devil" flyers, among whom Peoli is
the juvenile "star." The society also
has control over six miles of water
front for
hydro-aeroplane-

BISHOP SHOCKED
BY

(in

SCANTY
SKIRTS

Des Moines, la., Aug. 5. Bishop
Austin Bowling of the Catholic diocese of Des Moines, who came here
recently from Provlndence, R. I.,

"NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Aug. b. Further progress toward higher prices was made
by stocks today, although the market
was without its usual foreign influ
ence. Steel led the active industrials,
being apparently unaffected Vy the
promised Introduction in congress of
the Stanley bill.
St. Paul became
weak, selling
points under Saturday and pulling
other standard shares down in symPacific was tne
pathy. Canadian
most striking! exception, gaining 2 pered In America.
'
I am often
"I must confess that
points.
Canadian Pacific's rise to a new startled by some of the gowns of the
high record was the feature of the modern day. The boldness of them
late afternoon. The market otherwise is startling. And such gowns are disshowed irregular firmness.
pleasing, even offensive, to me. I beThe market closed firm. The last lieve that many men disapprove of
such clothes for women. I would
sales for the day were as follows:
advise such clothes for women
nevjSr
Amalgamated
Copper .........' gi
of my household if were the head of
American Beet Sugar ....... ...127
Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading

.

.....142
117
128

...

167'

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel

.....i

..........

112
171
t 71
71

.

United States Steel........ ....
United States Steel, pfd. ..... ..114

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 5. Heavy rains de

laying harvest northwest put firmness today into wheat Receipts were
cent
light here. The opening was
lower to
higher. September start
ed at 92
to 93 cents and reacted
'

to

9(3.

The close

September

with

net lowers at

92V

Corn weakened because
demand
proved meagre. September opened at
cents down and de
cents at
The'close waa unset
clined to
tled at 66
for September, a loss
of one cent net.
Free selling on account of the big
yield in sight had a depressing effect
on oats. ' September started U. cent
tower and fell back to,
to
Provisions showed some improve
ment in consequence of an upturn In

"Manufacturers of woolen goods and
other fabrics are not In favor of the
new fashions. Dresses are now so
scanty that business is not so good.
A woolen goods man, manufacturing
In Connecticut, told me that the women are now wearing such tight
sklrs and so few petticoats that the
demand for dress goods and other
cloth materials has been materially
lessened.
"Ther,e has been a steady trend toward immorality in America for the
past 20 years. The stage has helped
in this direction. Many actresses and
chorus girls appear in what is merely
one form of nudity. The newspapers
print pictures of prize fighters in the
nude.
One reads of many ' orgies
where club men assemble to drink
wine and watch the wild dancing of
some poor naked creature.

"This seems to be a return to the
Greek and Roman standards of mod66.
esty. We live in the light of Clirlstian-Itand these things are not accordof
ing to the Christian standards
The Greeks and Romans
modesty.
had np modesty In the sense we use
31. the word. Modesty meant shyness
and waa applied to people who were
of a retiring
or bashful ' temperament.
were
was no sentiment
at
There
the
First
sales
prices
yards.
unchanged to 7
higher with Sep- against a display of the body. Nowtember $17.92 for pork; and $10.60 adays, people excuse all displays of
for ribs. Lard was not being traded the nude as exhibitions of art and no
man has the courage to stand up and
in.
The closing quotations were:
say that he disapproves of art."
DeWheat, September
HIT BY LIGHTNING
cember 93.
Silver
City, N. M., Aug. 6.T0 be
Decem
Corn, September
stunned by a bolt of lightning and
.
ber
then to lie unconsoious for three days
Oats, September 31; December '32
and nights In an Incessant pouring
rain on the lofty slopes of the Mogol-lo85.
Pork, September $17.82
rangjei, was the experience of Geo-L- .
Lard, September $10.57.
a mining man who has
Whldden,
Ribs, September $10,37g40.
Just reached here and who is slowly
recovering from his terrible experi
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
ence. Whldden's
caus5.
Cattle, receipts,
Chicago, Aug.
ed grave alarm and befbre he showed
23,000, including 2,000 western grass
fed. Market weak to 15 cents lower. np half the forest rangers In the
Texas steers country were looking for him. WhldBeeves $5.759.85;
den left his camp on Dry creek to go
steers
western
..$5.75
$4.906.80;
to the telephone station to send a
7.90; stackers and feeders $46.80;
cows and heifers $2.708.35; calves message to his wife. He remembers
the bursting of a big storm and vivid
$6.5010.
but knew no more until he
lightning,
Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market slow.
woke up on the third day thereafter,
85
8.
mixed
$7.45
$7.
Lights
52;
soaked to the skin and so sore and
8.50; heavy $7.258.30; rough $7.25
numb It was another night before he
7.40; pigs $6.808.20; bulk of salesi
was able to get up and walk. He fini
$7.701?8.30.,
Market ally managed to get back to camp
Sheep,' receipts 30,000.
and with the aid Of his partner rode
steady to 10 cents lower. Native $3.25 20
miles to the ranger station.
western
4.75;
I3.504.60; yearlings
$4.405.60; lambs, native $4.50
COLORADO DEMOCRATS.
.7.60; western $4.507.75.
Pueblo,
Colo., Aug. 5. Leading
ST. LOUIS WOOL
democrats of Colorado' are rounding
St. Louis, Aug. 5. Wool steady. up In Pueblo in readiness for their
state "assembly" which will meet
Territory and western mediums 20
The purpose of the
24; fine mediums 1820; fine 1317. here tomorrow.
assembly is to select the names of
NEW YORK MONEY
candidates for state office to be
New York, Aug. 5. Call money 2
placed upon the ballots at the priprime ipaper 5; Mexican dol- maries next month. , Views expressed
'X the party leaders, who have arriv
lars 48 cents.
ed 'in' town indicate a general feeling
NEW YORK METAL
of confidence that the democrats will
59 ; be able to elect their state ticket in
New York, Aug. 5. Silver
Copper 17.1217.50; Tin 44.5044.7a; Colorado next November
and also
Lead 4.454.55.
control the legislature .which will
have the selection of two UnitaJ
Read The Optic.
States senators.
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SAYS, HOWEVER, CHURCH CANNOT ATTEMPT TO CHANGE
STYLES

agrees with Cardinal Carvali that the
present styles in women's dress are
"astounding," but he saya the American woman does not wear modern
clothes to be immodest, but to follow
the dictates of fashion.
Bishop Dowling said today:
"Women are women, and they seek
to follow the conventional in fastens'
as well as aleng other lines. Women't
fashions are hard to change, exoept
by the people who manufacture the
I believe it would be diffichanges.
cult for the church to exert any influence to change the style of women's
apparel.
"Women's gowns! grow more Immodest every year because they are
designed in a country which Is frankThe French oppnly disly Immoral.
cuss subjects which aren't even whis-

)')

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits"$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within1 the Scope of Good Banking.
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tomer leave our
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Qfnrp

with the remark that he
cannot be
suited in a STETSON hat This is
due; to. three

diings-st- yle,

price and quality.
otttson nat is the standard for style.- - The
quality is the best and the prices right. This
season be surefeto select a "Stetson"
hat here.
VM

NEW STOCK OF

FLORSHEIM SHOES FOR MEN
JUST RECEIVED
ALL NEW STYLES. $4.00 to
$5.50
.
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All Good Fellows go to
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Oiiicial Dispenser of
OLD EIFY WHISKY,
GOLDEN

All

J. Bell came in yesterday from
his home in Trinidad on business.
R. Ik Bird, a
traveling man from
El Paso, was in Las Vegas
today visiting the trade.
Louis Roseubaek of Albuquerque
was in Las Vegas
yesterday and today on business.
Mrs. Robert L .M. Ross is in Albuquerque, the, guest of her daughter,
Mrs. George Smith.
Kdward Mann, a prominent attor
ney of Albuquerque, was In Las Vegas today oa business.
W. B. Walton, manager of the Silver City Independent, was a visitor
In Las Vegas yesterday and today.
Dan Kelley,-- who was a visitor in
Las Vegas Saturday and yesterday,
left last night for his home in TriniM.

B

EER

.

CC03S

ON CHAFT

Brands o( Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

:

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

:. 7,; 7 7
Robert.?. Banks, who has been a
visitor in Las Vegas tor the past two
dad.'

Phone Vegas

-

.

133

for

WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free.

weeks, feft Saturday night for Salt
.
Lake City.-t
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck.

?.

has returned from an
ness trip to Estancia
business interests.
Mrs." Charles W. G.
turned from KoehleV,
past ten days she has
'

extended busiwhere toe has
re-

where for the
MAIL SERVICE REDUCED
been the guest
AnN.
6.
M., Aug.
Albuquerque,
of Mrs. H. W. Heymann.
other ohango was ordered yesterday
F. L. Myers,' Santa Fe superintendIn railway mall circles and mall clerks
ent, left this afternoon in his private
are wondering where the proposed
car on No. 10 on a short business trip
organization will stop. The change over
the northern part of the diviordered was the reduction of the full
sion. , '
railway postoffice running between
Miss Orilla Flint, who has been in
here and Los Angeles to an ordinary
Las Angeles, Calif., for the past sevcompartment car run. . The change
eral moiths, visiting her sister, Mrs.
will take effect August 24. V.
E. R. Collins, returned last night on
One other full office, one of those
train No. 2.
between here and La Junta, will go
E. T. Plowman, manager of the
out of existence on August 18th, havhotel, who Is acting as diviing been ordered off a few days ago.
of the Harvey
sion
superintendent
The railway mail clerks are won
House System during the absence of
where
the
changes aie going
dering
to stop. This la two full railway post John Stein, is in Las Vegas for sevoffices ordered out of existence, com- eral days.
Mrs. Theodore 'D. Young Is a visitor
partment car lines being substituted,
Las Vegas, stopping" off en route
in
Is
room
to
local
rand the
transfer
be
from
her home In Louisville, Ky., to
discontinued. However, they all say
for a visit with her son,
California,
assurances
from
that they have had
the chief clerks that their salaries Harold D. Young, assistant secretary
will not be reduced. The change from of the Y. M,, C. A.
Lawrence McKeever left this after
full office to compartment car lines
would usually mean a reduction of noon for Albuquerque where he will
'$100 to $300 In the salaries of the join Harry Herring and L. R. Fayille,
state agents 'of the Everitt Motor
clerks.
Cas.-tenad-a

--

Whether the reduction Is caused by
the projected addition of a through
train from Chicago to the coast, carrying1 a "full R. 0. P." all of the way,
or whether it is caused by economy,
Is not known.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 5. Those
who went from this city to San Domingo in automobiles, to witness the
annual corn dance yesterday, sustained a series of adventureB, but none
had a narrower escape from death
than the two children, who were in

Wylder-Stortparty. The auto in
which this party was traveling back
from the dance was caught in the
mad whirl of an arroyo, flowing waist
deep with the drainage from a heavy
rain in the mountains, and was drag-temany yards down stream.
The party had crossed a number of
arrovos on their way back, none of
which looked any worse than this
one, which was just this side of
It was running with water
from the storm, but they attempted
to ford it, nevertheless. ;
When the car was near the middle
of the arroyo, the water reached the
.rVmroh-and the engine v.'ent deal
Then the water'turned it down stream
and started running it along. After
had gotten it stopped,
the ofcii' i
curio
George Ellis, a son of a local
dealer of the same name, waded out
through the water and carried out,
one at a time, little Grace Stortz and
lYank Stortz, Jr., who were m tne
car. The other occupants of the car,
Dr. Wylder, (his niece. Miss Watkinj
und the doctor, who was driving
threw a rope to Ellis and others on
the bank, and tied the end of it to
the auto. Then they waded out, hold
7' '
Ing onto the rope.

the

z
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OFFICIALS

IN

A FIGHT.

Constantinople, Aug. o. The
of deputies today passed a vote
of want of confidence in the Turkish
cabinet and then adojurned without
spttlintr on the date of reassembling Deputy Rahmi of Salomkl and Deputv Tehamlik of Albania, drew revoiv
r tin the debate and were about to
fire at each other when their col
chain-Tie- r

leagues interfered.

I"cevm.

Robert W. Herter,
who had been bothered with kidI
for two years, Bays:
trouble
.ney 3
of
kinds
kidney
iffQont
TnfHl till en ui"" "uv
rill's but with no relief. My neighbor
Pills, I
told me to use Foley Kidney
a
took three bottles of them, and got
remanent cure. 1 recommeuu and
"
O. G. Schaefer
ia
Mo
.

even-body.-

Kod Cross Drug fatore.

Car company and Essenkay tires,
who are on a tour of New Mexico.
Harry T. Herring and L. R. Faville,
of the H, & F. Automobile company
of this city, Who are on an automobile
tour of the etate, went from Santa
Fe, to Albuquerque Saturday night
They will be in the Duke City several days before leaving for the southern part of the state.
Colonel M. ' M. Padgett, ' William
Harper, Judge D. J. Leahy, Harry Kel.
ly, his son Hary Grant Kelly, and
Jack Laubach's son, Leroy Laubach,
left yesterday morning on a two
weeks' camping and fishing trip in
the main range. They motored to
from whence they packed over
the mountain into the upper Pecos

valley.
Tom Truder left yesterday afternoon on a trip to New Jersey. After
visitng in the east Young Truder will
attend school at Notre Dame University at South .Bend Ind. He was accompanied by his mother, Mrs. Vin
cent ' Trader, who will return home
in about a month. Truder is a graduate of the Las Vegas High school
and one of the town's most popular
young men;
.

ROMERO IS SUED
Albuquerque, N. M, Aug. 5. Charging that Sheriff Jesus Romero, of Ber
nalillo county, is unlawfully holding
in his possession $37.50, Walter O.
Peck through his attorney has begun

an action in the district court to re
cover the money. Peck alleges that
In April this year he had a horse
stolen from him by one Dan Gillon.
Sheriff, Romero, the complaint, alPeck
a commission as a
leges,'- gave
started him in purand
sheriff
deputy
suit of (the ihors(e thetf, (being accompanied by .an assistant. Peck recovered the horse, valued at $175. On
June 12, Peck alleges further, the
county commissioners authorized the
payment of a claim for $147.50 for the
reimbursement of Peck for time and
money spent In capturing the horse
Plaintiff further alleges that
thief.
"the defendant; flafccjy represented
that he was entitled to said $147.50,
after the board of county, commissioners had apprtved the bill for the
same, orocured the said sum to be
paid to him', and converted the same
to his own use; that thereafter defendant did pay to plaintiff the sum of
to the
$50, leaving him still indebted
which
of
$97.50,
sum
In
the
plaintiff
the defendant etill refuses to pay."
A copy of the claim paid to Romero
com
by the county is attached to the
plaint
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Pueblo, Colo., Aug.

Jim Flynn

5.

Is

just about the "sorest" Individual in a
month's walk. Jim went to see the
pictures , of his, fight with Johnson
when th,ey were shown in Pueblo, and
original Mr. Bonehead. If there's
Mr. Bonehead. I there's anything else in my bean but solid Ivory
I wish someone would hurry and discover It Did a man ever throw away
a championship as' I did? I know It's
feasy now to look at th)e pictures and
see my mistakes. But if you were in
the ring, as I was, with this big black
bear hugging and., holding you, pinning your arms so you could not
move, I wonder whether you wouldn't have done Just as I did. It was
my only way out; I could find ,no other way In which to free mysplf.
"Now that it's all over and I see by
the pictures how tired I had the big
lump of coal, I should have tussled
and roughed about with him a few
more rounds, and I realize hp would
have tired to such an extent that he
could not have held me any longer.
I am glad the pictures prove
one
thing, and that is Johnson fouled
first. But you hotlc,e they didn't disqualify him. If the police hadn't
been in with the thing, I feel now that
I
been
would
declared
have
the winner. I know that so far as
the referee was concerned, I was
safe, for he would have had to dis
qualify Johnson if he did me, one was
fouling as much as the other. It was
Captain- Fornoff that kept a white
of ' the
man from being champion
'
world."

quirements. She secures a physician
or trained nurse to give the work in
first aid and nursing, unless she her
self is a nurse or a physician.
The Girl Scouts of America is an
organization for the physical, mental
and moral development of glrU
the ages of 11 and 18 years.
It trains them to a pure, unselfish,
he'p.;l v .manhood. It eliminates all
that makes for rowdyism or coarse
ness, and uses all that Is conducive
to the best in, womanhood.
FIGHT IS DRAW
The Girl Scouts of America was
5.
Abe Attell
San Francisco, Aug.
founded late in the summer of 1910
and "Harlem Tommy" Murphy whackby Misis Lisltor-Landaughter of
ed their way through 20 rounds of
Miss
Colonel William Lisetor-Lane- .
tough fighting to a draw decision Lisetor-Lansaw in the Boy Scout
here Saturday. Attell was on thp dework much that was valuable for girls
fensive during the closing round and
and uBed the general plan as a basis
was bleeding profusely, but although
for her work,
Murphy was only slightly marked, AtThe work embraces cooking, sew
tell landed three blows to the former's
ing,
rudimentary nursing, first aid,
New
one and clearly outpointed the
nature etudy, and all
housekeeping,
Yorker in cleverness and agility. The
that prepares the girl for the business
At
ment fought as lightweights, ,but
world or for a home lifey'
tell was several pounds under the
She Is taught the value of life, her
7"
limit.
to her fellowman, the meaning
duty
The first three rounds were tame,
and obligations of motherhood.
In
with the featherweight battler getting
Is
effort
an
to
made
every
respect
a bit tho better of it in the swift inbroaden her horizon in the things she
to
blows
the
of
long range
terchange
should know to make her a good citi
faqe, most of which were spent bezen, and train her for a life of use
MurIn
the fourth,
fore they landed.
fulness.
phy poised his right and when Attell
Honors are given for work in any
was uncovered, shot it home) to. the
one
line that will make a girl selfe
face. Abe caught the blow at
while special honors, are
supporting,
and blood streamed from his
for accomplishments that will
mouth. Two smart clips to the face given
place her in a position of trust and
gashed his cheek and Murphy, follow- honor.
ed his advantage In forcing a session
At the present time the Girl Scout
of fast mliling.
has a membership of ap
In the succeeding rounds Attell us- organization
50,000 and Is growing ra
proximately
ed his left to better advantage, plantpidly in America and the countries of
ing several tattoos of short jabs on
The blows Europe. The American Girl Scouts
Murphy's
are affiliated with the Scout Guides
lacked their
punishing power
of
of Canada and with the Quides
and did not begin to tell until the
of
Zealand.
New
The
headquarters
eleventh round, when Murphy began
Scouts of America 'la In D
to show distress from the hammer- the Girl
la.
Moines,
rushing on the body. Several savage
Miss LlsetoiLane is connected with
es by the New Yorker were stayed
other women's organizations,
many
by vicious jabs to the ribs.
talented woThe body blows saved Attell in' the and is a competent and
of the Iowa
man.
is
She
secretary
closing rounds of the fight' His masState Woman's Rivers and Harbors
fine
over
in
the
his
opponent
tery
congress, and also of the Iowa Restipoints of the game became more ap
tution
association, the object cf
wore
in
but
as
on,
the fight
parent
is
the preservation of the forwhich
he suffer
the desperate
of animals and birds. Miss
ests
and
found
His
ed.
l6ft easily
Murphy's
Lisetor-Lan- e
will be in Las Vegas
Jaw, and two of the blows sent Murof this week, the
the
part
greater
conface
phy's head back, and his
of
her
depending on the
stay
length
vulsed for an instant
to organize the
takes
of
it
time
length
Murphy fought stolidly, varying his
Lisetor-Lan- e
is a
Miss
Scouts
here.
smashing tactics occasionaly by forcof
number
a
to
magazines
contributor
ing Attell to the ropes in periods of
on this
Attell was cling- and is making her expenses
desperate
farm
and
trade
for
toy
writing
trip
ing to the ropes at the close.
journals.
A vast amount of 111 health Is due
'
NEW YORK COTTON
to impaired digestion. When the stomNew ! York, Aug. 5. Cotton spot
ach falls to perform its furtctlons properly the whole system becomes de- closed quiet, middling uplands 12.90;
ranged. A few doses of Chamberlain's middling gulf 13.15. Sales,
1,300
Tablets is all you need. They will
'
strengthen your digestion, invigorate bales.
your liver, and regulate your bowels,
ST. LOUIS METAL
entirely doing away with that miserable feeling due to faulty digestion.
ead
weaker,
St. Louis, Aug.
Try it. Many others have been perdull 6.95.
spelter
4.754.60;
Fot
not
cured
you?
why
manently
sale by all dealers.
,
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Yet at Billbid prison in Manila, and
at its graduate "Home Colony" at
Iwahig, on the southern island of Palawan, are- - in actual operation many
of the most advanced ideals in prison
management.
The story of Billbid is a story of reform, rather than retributive Justice,
of preparation for release and hope
for the future, rather than avenge-men- t

for the past.
Largest American Prison.
Bilibid is the largest prison under
American supervision, having under
its control some five thousand prisoners, and within Its own walls three
thousand. The prison itself may be
aptly described as a wheel, the tire
represented by the high walls enclosing its administration offices, the
work shops and salesrooms, the dormitories and hospital. The spokes of
the wheel are the dormitories, and the
hub the' central watch tower.
On the walls rise twelve guard towers. Six of these are occupied by
with revolvers,
Americans, armed
shot and Gatling guns, and six by natives also armed, but without the
Gatling guns. The central tower holds
an American, armed with loaded revolvers i and three rifles close at
hand. :He controls also the entire
lighting plafit. A highly perrected
telephone system renders possible a
concentration of armed forces at any
desired point almost Instantaneously.
There are never more than sixteen
guards over the entire three thousand prisoners, and yet there has
been no attempt at an outbreak in
more than eight years. The seeming
lack of watchfulness, the freedom of
action among the prisoners, and the
apparent opportunities for escape,
catise the visitor at first to wonder
that there are not more attempts for
freedom. As expressed by one of the
officials: "There is a moral force at
work stronger than armed guards."
The prisoners' of Bilibid come from
all parts of the Philippines, and are
of all races and languages. The newcomer's reception Includes a searching, a disinfecting bath, the donning
of his uniform, measurements under
the Bertlllon system, the taking of
his photograph, the assignment to his
appropriate, division and a hospital
quarantine of a week.
Within the prison is the hospital, a
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CEKVEi $!5.C0

M. $aS3

ST. PAUL, MINN.

$40.30

CiaCACO, ILL

Also rates to many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
,
Tickets on sale daily June 1st, to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction. Final return limit
.

Octobe31st., 19121'

"

J
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,

Also tickets good for return within 00 days from date on
sale to many points in East:

new

m, n.

Via

staoaed lines

VIA DIFFERENTIAL

$75.23

LIES $72.3

For further information call on or write.
F"

D. L. BATCHELOR,
-- AGENT-

mj2
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modern reinforced concrete prison. The business of the place is
building three stories' hign. erected by work, and the prisoners are thoroughthe prisoners, themselves. Here not' a ly interested in their business. There
little of the reformation planned for Is no sign of a guard. Of few prisonthe man and woman is begun. The ers can it be said that a discharge is
top story, open on all sides, Is a seg- a letter of recommendation, but the
regation ward for tubercular patients. man released from Bilibid does not
No Segregation of Prisoners. .
hesitate in applying for work, to state
With the exception of those sen- where he learned his trade, and seltenced to pay the death penalty, there dom, if ever, is he refused a job on
is no segregation of the men in the that account.
yards and workshops, and those in
charge have no knowledge of the Dr. C, H. Ellsworth , Dentist, 16
crimes for which 'the prisoners have Baldwin St, Rochester, N. Y, says FoKidney Pills gave him Immediate
been sentenced.
..V"',,,' ley's
and strengthened him wonderrelief
or
classes
There are three divisions
"I have been bothere.l with,
fully.
of the prisoners, according to. con- weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
duct. Into the third, or lowest class, suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
If in bis first Pills gave me Immediate relief and
goes the newcomer.
me wonderfully. I am
sis months he obtains a rank of 80 strengthened
pleased to recommend their use." O.
second
to
the
moves
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
per cent, 'he
class,' and if In six months more he
PARK.
attains 90 per cent he goes to the
Aug. 6. Interesting
Copenhagen,
first class, with special privileges,
making him almost a free man in his exercises to mark the formal presen,
little community. He is marked daily tation and acceptance of "The Danish-fceid
by each one under whose supervision American National Park" were
he comes, and these marks are turned" hSaay in tLe cliy LaffoKjS2Sp5ar
over (for tabulation) to an office ac- The park Itself is located at Reblla countant who does not know, and Hills, in the province of Aalburg. It
may never see, the prisoner. Charges was purchased with contributions
of infraction of prison rulea are care-ful- from
in all parts
Investigated by a spacial court of the United States and presented to
and the prisoner gven every, oppor-tun- ty the Danish nation with the object of
to present his defense. ,
preserving in its natural beauty a
tract of land for all ages to come as
Prison a Business Recommendation.
The prisoner Is allowed a choice in a proof of the love of emigrated" T
the kind of work, and each trade is Danes for their mother country. One
under a competent instructor. As you of the stipulations of the gift Is that
,
go from one department to another the Stars and Stripes shall be dli- you feel that you axe in a. great in- played in the park on all of the
dustrial workkshop, rather than in a American holidays.
large

DANISH-AMERICA-

N

Danish-America-

mld-sctio-

old-tim- e

'
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ADVERTISED &SQDS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
'"
statements.
7
He can be trusted because his very business, existence is at stake
He believes in his goods to the extent 6f investing his capital, nor
:'
only in making the goods right,' but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness. ;
"

-

'

'

'

!
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"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
One of the most common complaints dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
are
afflicted
that hard working peoplo
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
with Is lame back. Apply Chamber- Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There is nothmasa
lain's liniment twice day and
ing better. For sale by all dealers.
sage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
"Were all medicines as meritorious
For sale by all dealers.'
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
The fellow who keeps his head be much better off and the percentage
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
above water Isn't the one who lets the Lindsay
Scott of Temple, Ind. For
grass grow under his feet
sale by all dealers.

It

1

SFEiSS $13.79

"
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prison reformation.

u

EXCURSIONS

A student of the
Spanish inquisition would scarcely select an old Spanish prison as an exbest In modern penology,
ample of
nor would one unacquainted with the
conditions be likely to choose the
Philippines as a promising field for
the study of an almost Ideal sya'em
of

I

SUi'iilO

;

MOST ADVANCED IDEAS ARE UTI
LIZED IN BILIBID, HOME OF
3,000 CONVICTS.
Manila, Aug.

IIP

HOUI

IMA
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If the girls of the Meadow City
show the necessary amount of Inter
est and if leaders can ba found to
take charge of the work Las Vegas
will soon have a Girl Scout erganizaSuch was the statement
of
tion.
founder
Clara Adelle Lisetor-Lane- ,
and organizer of the Girl Scouts of
America, who ia in Las Vegas in the
interest of the movement
is on a tour of
Miss Lisetor-Lan- e
the country, organizing the Scouts
on all
and has met with success
sides. She is confident that Las Vegas soon will ho added to the long
list of cities having Girl Scout patrols. Of the interest of the girlsi In
Las Vegas there seems to be Utile
doubt as the work Is popular through
out the country and the organizer is
of the opinion that there should be
many women who are willing and can
take charge of the movement in this
city.
The general plan of organization is
the same as that of the Boy fccouts
of America, which order ha? an en
thusiastic troop in Las Vegas. Girls
are organized into troops, each troop
consisting of one or more patrols or
not le&3 than eight girls. Each troop
is under the dlriect supervision of a
scout mistress, who teaches the re-

PRISOii IS

LOCATED

FOUNDER OF THE MOVEMENT
IS HERE TO INTEREST LAS
VEGAS IN THE WORK
FLYNN DECLARES FORNOFF ROBBED HIM OF CHAMPIONSHIP;
'" ONE THOUSANDTH TIME

nvt

AUGUST 6, 1912.

ORGANIZE HERE

'
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Always Pays to Duy Advartlsod Goods
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THIS RULE 0. IS
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Directory
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REGULAR

PIPPIN

CAWTnALUOl EL
lZZXS. H. FUtiT, Prop
Cor. Grandjand Douglas Aye.
Sast Las Vegas, . M. '

AFFECTS ALL CLASSES OF EMPLOYES AND IS STRINGENT
IN ITS PROVISIONS
5. JtaflHroad
Topeka, Kan., Aug.
men In Topeka have received copies
of the recently enacted order on the

rate advances through what untf.
quite recently would have, been regarded as easily the most unlikely
influence, a physical valuation," says
the Iron Trade R,evlew. "Enough has
been done by way of valuation to
showing
suggest that a complete
would be, much' more favorable to the
railroads than has hitherto been assumed. In several states partial valuations have been made, In a spirit
which can be regarded on the whole
as unfavorable to the railroads, and
these valuations have In nearly levery
instance proved high, compared with
the expectations.
'Constantly the railroads have been
expecting that eventually they would
he allowed to raise rates, their feeling being that there was an era of
re(ucions ' which finally would
yield to the necessities of the case,
but month after month the record is
hat of every hundred rate changes
passing though the commission, only
about one Ifl an advance.
Perhajps,
after all, It will ultimately be found
that a physical valuation will be the
admeans of bringing about rate

DAILY

OPTIC, MONDAY,

FEWER

STORKS

AUGUST 5, 1912.

IN

ALSACE

System of Registration It Being Tried
to Learn About Migratory
HablU.

Every year the number of storki
to be seen In Alsace becomes leas. OI
the four nests perched on the big
chimneys on the old roofs of Btrass-burg- ,
only one has been occupied this
year.
In many of the villages the great
migrators have ceased for a long time
to relieve the landscape, and It seems
only a question of time when the stork
in Alsace will be a memory. Various
are the causes assigned for this desertion the draining of the marshes,
the multiplication of telephone and
telegraph wires and the smoke from
factory chimneys. In Germany for the better study ol
storks there has been created a sort
of service in connection with the Education Department which tends to set
up an "etat civil" for each bird, or,
in other words, to register them after
the manner which obtains for citizens
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Arkansas City, Kan., Aug. 5. Ev mitteps the attorney general has crit of hfead, while the Inlanders of Europe the Eth
day of September, 1912. has
headed
broad
are
of
Phone Main '227
the
predominantly
ery engine on the Oklahoma division icised numerous bills intended to ex
been
bet
by the court for the hearing
sort.
of the Santa Fe will be converted In tend the right of appeal to shippers Alpine
But it will hardly do to make long of objections to the same and the fili
to an oil burner by the first of Nov
Mr. Wickersham makeg It plain that
headedness the cause of seamanship, al settlement of said estate.
Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of Intense suffering to many ember. All the engines except No, shippers should not be permitted to as some enthusiasts have done, for Witness My Hand, and the seal of
people. Foley's Honey and Tar Com 88 on the Oklahoma division at pres appeal on questions of fact' as to the the Japanese, who are round headed, said Court this 24th
day of July, A. D.
pound gives prompt ease and relief, ent are oil burners.' In speaking of reasonableness of their requests for take readily to the sea.
1912.
and is soothing and healing to the- in the
change this morning Nelson reductions In rates In oases where the
LORENZO DELGADO,
flamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere-the(Seal) '
N. Searsport, Me., says: "A few George, yardmaster for the Santa Fe, commission denies the relief. The ap
The Beautiful Moonlight.
Couny Clerk.
The fresh air children were camp
doses of Foley's Honey ad Tar Com stated that while coal was in use peal should He only when the commls
pound "relieved me of a severe attack that nearly every
he was filling sion refuses to decrease a tariff be lng beside a small lake in the Jersey
Classified ads. search out thelpeople to whom
of asthma and less than a bottle caus out order sheets today
hills. There was a full moon rising FOR THE CHILDREN
some
person who cause of its supposed want of juris and
among al
ed a complete cure." Refuse substit
Its light across the water.
trailing
of
those
who MIGHT BUY-- the
1
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
particular thing is worth most.
utes. O. G. Schaofar and Red Cross got a cinder in his eye. Since the diction. The lawful powder of the In "Children," cried the attending social
oil burners havje1 been in use he sel terstate commerce commission to act worker. "Look!, See the beautiful
Drug Store.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someQUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
dom has a report of anyone having in the premises should, the attorney moonlight."
NO NARCOTICS
NO OPIATES
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
Easl
never
"Go on," remarked a small
a cinder In his eye. Another nice general says, be determined
by
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor liv
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Slder. "That shiny wiggle out therel FOLEY'S IIOHEYasd TAB
Is that the oil keeps the offices court.
thing
669
Ilf.,
Canton,
Court,
at
Keeling
ing
That's gasolene."
is now well rid of a severe ana annoy much cleaner and does away with the
Others, who read'and answer ads. in this newspaper warn
GG'5P01D
case
of kidney trouble. His back smoke. Howpver, the switch engines "Were all medicines as meritorious
ing
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
(and
was
head
with
bothered
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
automobiles, 1
pained and he
it Is said, wil be converted to coal as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Should Fix Their Drains.
used
aches and dizzy spells, "i toon 'oiey
machinery and furniture, articles of usefnlness of any
Twentv-aistates have Btreami quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, 01
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would
first
the
of
by
November.
in
suda
Kidney Pills Just as directed and
be much better off and the percentage which drain into the Mississippi river. PNEUMONIA which often means a
ort, and musical instruments.
few days I felt much better. My lire
would set den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
of suffering reatly decreased," writes If those commonwealths
the
COMPOUND
in
AND TAR
New Way to Raise Rate
always
and strength semeed to come back.
As the classified ads. are read by all
Lindsay Scott of Temple, Indt For about the business of conserving theli house and
possible buyers, of a
give at first sign of a cold.
'
and I sleep well. I am now all over
"It has lately become not improb- sale by all dealers.
now caus- Refuse substitutes.
are
which
floods
the
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
waters,
possible
Fomv trouble and glad to recommend
able that eventually the railroads will
Red Cross Drug Co.
ing so much fear In the south would
best markets!
lev Kidnev Pills." Try them. O. G.
Old papers ror saw. Optic offioe. not be In evidence every spring.
be allowpd to make some imiwtant
O. G. Schaefer
Schaofer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.

M
That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.
lif;

?3
P

3.

II

nI

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be .for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
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EXTRA FANCY

T01TGES

CALIFORNIA

2 POUNDS TOR. 25c

,

County Commissioner John H. York
Is confined to his home with an attack of malaria.

Binches for 25c

....
And everything that the market affords in
fresh fruits and green vegetables, can be had at
J'.

v

"

t

THE STCaE TUATrS ALVAYS COSY

-

THE CASH GROCER

"

'

Within forty days the new Canon
del Agua road leading off the mesa
into the country in the vicinity of El
Cuervo and giving
easy access to
Santa Rosa and other Guadalupe
county points, will be completed, according . to the statement of Hoad
Overseer J. M. Martinez, who Is in
charge of the work. Mr. Martinez says
the portion fit the road which runs
through the canyon has been ljuilt at
great expense and nothing has been
overlooked that would make it safer
or easier to travel.
The road has
many scenic beauties as well as being an important thoroughfare for
use of farmers and traders. It is. being constructed by San Miguel county, .which Is bearing all of the expense.

in

FANCY COOK ! APPLES
5c PER PODND
FANCY EATING APPLES
3

POUNDS FOiR

3

J

,

Yesterday afternoon's rain gave the
country such a soaking as it
has not enjoyed in many weeks, according to the statement of Mayor
R. T. Taupert and F. M. Lyon. These
the
m,en were enjoying a ride on
mesa several miles east of the city
when the storm broke and they say
they are willing to swear the mud is
a foot deep in that locality today.
Taupert's auto, however, managed to
crawl Into town, bringing two thorThe mesa
oughly soaked occupant
farmers jh&ve been aompjlainlng of
a drought for some time, wniie
showers In the vicinity of Las Vegas
have been frequent the country east
of here has suffered deficient precipitations. Taupert and Lyon say the
crops look to be ifl fair condition, yes
terday's rain occurring Just at the
proper tim, to save them. The early
wheat win be a total loss, however.

25c

mesa,

STEARNS

SI

l aaa w
SUGAUITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE ,A,ffD RETAIL
mrwrnu, Om VJm G QUO On

i
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Dollars in Wear or
Cents In: Washing

We have on hand a complete stock of
SCREEN

SCEEENS AND W1EE SCREENING

CIJ3S,

At The Most Reasonable Prices
if
Get our quotations, before buying
,

EJID VE&MO LMiBZFi GO.
Phone. Main 150

Old Town

yr,

,

The

Which are you saving!
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive In return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pufe soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door

White Kitchen, special dinner Tuesday, sixth, from 6 p. m., to 7:30 p. m.
Chicken with dressing, Ice cream and
cake. Meals 25 cents.

RECEIVIiiS DAILY

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables. Peaches Plums; Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricots, Cantaloupes,

Watermelons.
Celery, Radishes, Lettuce, Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, CauliflowSummer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, :Nevv; Cabbage.

IMF

I

HAYWARD

CO.

STORE

1

I
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'
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Exact lit is absolutely necessary in low shoes

I

V

6Ji

Your Exact Fit
In I!qal Oxfords
l

J

I

"V...l. ...

4t

shoe-hlting-

iul

little too tiwht ot loo loote.
You don't have to accept
near-fi- t
any more. Come to
us for pair of Regal Oxforda
and
and eciir perfect fit
comfort.

$350

$4C0

l

617 Dougla$ Are

GREENBERGEft'.t

FX

-S-

Thomas W. Garrard, one of the old
est and most highly respected residents of Las Vegas ana New Mexico,
died last evening at 6:30 o'clock at
his home on the comer of Eighth
street and Columbia avenue. Mr.
Garrard, though in his eightieth year,
was not a feeble man, having" been 111
but a few days, and the news of the
death of the pioneer came as a shock
to his many friends. While in the
mountains last week Mr. Garrard suf-fered an attack of acute indigestion,
and was taken to his home Tuesday.
However, he was recovering rapidly
from this illness and yesterday was
up and about. A second attack last
evening called him to his reward.
Mr. Garrard was born In Harrison
county, Kentucky, on a farm near
Cynthiana, on December 2, 1833. He
was the great grandson of Governor
Garrard of Kentucky, and the grandson of General Garrard. Mr. Garrard
spent his early days in Kentucky near

BAKERY GOODS

coin.

The Bestin Tha City
A CARD OF THANKS
The pas
To the generous public:
tor and official bord of Bethel Chapel
African Methodist Episcopal church
of East Las Veglas.take this. method

Bread, Bc!Isf

expressing our gratitude for a,sist
ance given us in raising seventy-on- e
dollars which we ipaid on the interest
I,
;
of our mortgage debt.
Gratefully yours,
W. H. PRINCE, Pastor, and Official

Ccc!d33, Pies, Calies,
DongSmuts,

Lots of Nice Cut Roses

.

Cinnamon

dA

i

Porch and Lawn Chair For

Oi.
FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
The greatest value ever offered
get one before the stock is gone.
PRICES

REDUCED

ON

-

i
M

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

Phone Vesai

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

tit

I

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Come and

HAMMOCKS TO CLOSE THE SEASON

J.C,J0HN8ENi
&SON
rri'jj iiiit"tns live.

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Vegetables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARfi PACKED.

Noted For
PURITY CLEANLINESS

QUALITY
"ASH

Wk

G1CEB

FGfF03T"

fatihful members, of the order in the
Meadow City, s
Mr. Garrard is survived by his wife,
one son, James Garrard of Roswell,
and three daughters, Mrs. W,,,;L.
Crockett of El Paso, Mrs. A. E. Baker
of Milwaukee, and Mrs. C. L. Harris
ot Soper, Okla. ' Mrs. Crockett and
Mrs. Harris are in Deny er,; where they
were notified of the father's . death.
Jamea Carrard left Roswell this
morning for Las Vegas and Mr. and
Mrs. Crockett are expected from
Denver tomorrow. It Is not known
whether the ? other children will
be able to come to Las Vegas for
the funeral, arrangements for which
will not be made until definite word
has been received from them. Mrs.
Garrard, despite her age, is bearing
up well under her burden' of sorrow,
and today was able to receive her
many friends, who came to extend
their sympathy In her bereavement.
There are few people In Las Vegas
who have so many friends as did
Mr. Garrard, and be will long be re
'

a SON

AGENT

This Solid Oak Frame

jtttil:

.

Of

PERRY ONION

OLE

PIONEER LAS VEGAN DIES LAST
EVENING AFTER A BRIEF
;
ILLNESS.

Fried Giles

Street

nnv

ts

SUDDENLY STRICKEN

Board.

507 Siilb

tl,

in which you can be sure of getting exact
fit Because Regals are the only shoes in the
world" made in quarter-size- s
just double the usual
s.
number ot
One of the
ii jut
II your
Aew Regal
half tnd
between thi
Oxfords
lull uzej, you have heretofore
had to chooe between ihoes
low-cu-

GARRARD

.

Phone Main 81

II

TI1MS

Conrad Frank, one of the All Stars'
team who , played the Romero club
yesterday afternoon at Amusement
Park, Is suffering with a badly split Paris. He was married to (Miss
finger as a result of yesterday's con- Charlotte Sparks on September 4,
test, and will be laid up for repairs 1851. The devoted couple celebrated
the sixtieth anniversary of their marthe greater part of this week. '
riage last fall. Accompanied by Mrs.
came to New. Mexico in
According to word received in Las Garrard, he
fall
of
1875,
the
locating In Las Veof
the
Las
Vegas today
Vegas troop
18. Mr. Garrard for
on
December
Boy Scouts, who left here Thursday gas
was
in
the sheep Business
many
years
de
Rio
La
Oasa,
morning for the
where they will camp for two weeks, In this state, into which he entered
arrived at the camping place Friday. shortly after his arrival.
Mr. Garrard was prominent In the
No accidents marred the hike to camp
Masonio
circles of New Mexico, beand the boys are now settled and
oldest member of Chap
the
third
ing
The
to
their
outing.
enjoy
ready
No.
man
2, A. F. & A. M. He
Lodge
troop camped for the first night of
the trip near Mora, having made good became a Mason In Missouri, where
he lived previous to moving to Las
time the first day.
Vegas. He was a past master of
lodge, and one of the most
Didacio Duran was arrested last Chapman
of Police Ben
evening
by Chief
Coles, charged ... with drunkenness.
This morning he was fined $5 and
costs by Judge D. R. Murray. Walter
FRESH EVERY DAY 1
Robblns also was picked up yesterday
by the chief of police on a similar
charge. He was fined 5 and costs,
but as he was unable to come across
with the necessary cash this morning,
he will serve on the city chain gang
untij some of his friends raise the

Las Vegas Steam

ME

jaMWSWlsiaM

chez.
Because, in falling from the top of
a street car in front of the residence
of William Frank on the Boulevard
this morning, he unconsciously and
luckily imitated the action of a cat in
alighting upon its feet, Sherwood Tif
fany escaped serious injury if not
death.. Tiffany, who is employed by
the Las Vpgas Light and Power company as a lineman, was on top of the
work car making repairs to the trolley line support wires. One of these
was grounded and when Tiffany seiz
ed it 600 volts of electricity shot
through his frama He was unable
to release his hold until George Legg,
another lineman, gave him a rap on
the knuckles. The suddenness with
which Tiffany was released from the
wire caused him to lose M3 balance
and he fell to the ground. Ha sustained np injuries save a severe shak-in- g
up and a few bruises. Tiffany
fell headfirst and his companions say
hia neck doubtless would have been
broken had he not turned over in the
air as he shot earthward.

lira Gf lb E3!! cf EverjIMco Eata
WE

On account of the illness of John
H. York, a member of the board of
county commissioners, that body did
not take up at its regular meeting
mis morning tne consideration of
bids for the repairs and Improve
ments upon the court bouse and Jail
Neither did the board consider brld?e
matters, all business except that of
a routine nature being put off indefin
itely. It Is expected that Mr. Tork
win ne awe to attend a meeting In

the near future, and tbe board ad
journed this afternoon subject to the
call of the chairman, Commissioner
Fidel Ortiz. Numerous bids for the
court house and Jail repairs were In
tne hands of .County Clerk Lorenzo
NARROW ESCAPE Delgado this morning, competition
for the work being close. The commissioners likely will meet about Aug
SHERWOOD TIFFANY IS HURLED ust 15 to approve the tax rolls, which
are nearing completion at the hands
BY LIVE WIRE FROM TOP OF
of County Asessor Manuel A. San- TROLLEY CAR

promptly.

At

ILLNESS OF MR. YORK DELAYS
AWARDING CONTRACTS
FOR
COURT HOUSE REPAIRS

GRANT BOARD LIKELY WILL CON
SIDER IT AT ADJOURNED
SESSION

No action relative. to the Irrigation
.Flnch'i Golden Wadding Rye, aged project on the Las Vegas grant was
In the wood. Direct from distillery taken this morning by the members
of the board of trustees of the grant,
to you. At the Lobby, of court.
who were meeting in regular monthly
The Friendship club will meet to session. It was stated the1xard like
morrow1 afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. ly would go deeply into the matter at
an adjourned; session, the date for
A. J. Wertz, 926 Eighth street;
which, it was expected, would be set
John W. Harris, organizer Rnd head at the meeting this afternoon. After-of the Peoples' Bank and Trust com- transacting a large amount of routine
pany, has rented the house on the business the hoard adjourned until
southwest corner of Eighth street, 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
and Washington avenue, and will reside there wtlh Mrs. Harris and their
Li
HAS A
daughter.

The mayor's attention is called to
the fact that a group of boys were
seen fishing In the street near the
Trambley mill last night after the
rain. Perhaps he should pour a little
oil on the troubled waters, or words
to that effect, as there Is a deep hole
In the thoroughfare at that
point. "

"I KB- DAvVIS
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See Van Petten for lnsuranca.

EXTRA FAKCY COLORADO CELERY

2

PUT

OFF OPENING

IS NOT DISCUSSED

-

it,

DSMIilS

lEEiiATIOiI F10JECT
LOCAL NEWS

1

EOAKD

membered by the people of this comHis kind and loving manmunity.
ner won friends for . him on every
side, and every one has always held.
him in sincere regard.

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
SPECIAL

RATES

AT HARVEY'S

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey'B
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' office 614 Lincoln avenue.

ADVERSE COTTON REPORT.
Washington,, Aug. 6. Tha cotton
tariff bill was reported to the senate
adversely today by Chairman Penrose of the finance committee.
BUTTER STILL 25 CENTS
Elgin, 111., Aug. 5. The quotation
committee of the7 Elgin Board of
Trade today declared butter steady
at 25 cents per pound.

